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ABSTRACT 
An analytical investigation was attempted of a solar driven 
free-piston Stirling engine driving a second free-piston Stirling 
engine as a heat pump. A dynamic model and a thermodynamic model 
with free convection heat transfer were derived. 
The governing equations were programmed to obtain numerical 
solutions by computer. Graphs of piston displacements, volumes, 
pressures , mass cycles , and temperatures versus time are presented. 
Engine work output, operating frequencies, and efficiencies 
are calculated . Effects of parameter variations are presented. · 
However , because proper phase angles could not be obtained for this 
model, the cooling performance of the system could not be evaluated. 
Limitations of the computer analysis are discussed and areas 
for possible further investigation are suggested. 
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INTRODUCTION 
History 
In 1816 , Robert Stirling of Scotland invented a hot air engine 
which was subsequently developed by many others as described by 
Walker [l]. This machine, now called a Stirling engine, operates by 
using a fixed amount of working gas in a closed cycle. Heat trans -
mitted through the cylinder wall and absorbed by the gas caused the 
gas to expand and move a piston and crank drive system. Thus heat 
is converted to work . A Stirling engine without a mechanical link 
to the piston was invented by William Beale at Ohio University ln 
the late 1950s . This free - piston machine has the advantages of 
simple construction, few components , being sealed from leakage of 
the working gas , arrl being self starting . 
One source of heat for a Stirling engine can be solar energy. 
Solar powered Stirling machines have been studied or built by many 
including Erich Farber [2] in 1964 at the University of Florida. 
A solar powered free - piston engine water pump was built by Professor 
Beale [3]. Solar powered free - piston electric generators have been 
built by Sunpower Inc., of Athen , Ohio. A free-piston Stirling heat 
pump driven by a free-piston engine has been suggested by Walker [4]. 
such a heat pump was built by Sunpower and used to demonstrate the 
freezing of water but surely was not run with solar energy. 
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The application of a solar powered free-piston Stirling engine 
as a cooling engine is the subject of this thesis. Such a system 
would consist of two Stirling engines arranged with one receiving 
solar energy and producing work to drive a second Stirling engine · 
acting as a heat pump. Ideally both engines would have cycles as 
shown in Figure 1. 
Displacer 
0 D DD D U Piston 
l 2 3 4 l 
p T D4 Engine 
Qout 2 l 
v s 
p T 2 l 
Coole r 
Qin D. 3 
Qin w out v s 
Fig. 1. Ideal Stirling Cycle 
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The Ideal Cycle 
For both the engine and the heat pump, the ideal Stirling cycle 
consists of four processes as indicated in Figure 1. These are two 
constant temperature and two constant volume processes. 
For the engine, process 1-2 is a constant temperature compres -
sion with heat released to the environment as waste heat. During 
process 2-3, heat is returned to the working fluid from a regener-
ator in a constant volume passage of the gas through the regenerator. 
Then heat is absorbed by the working gas during the isothermal expan-
sion process 3 - 4 at high temperature . Finally, process 4 - 1 is a con-
stant volume heat rejection to a regenerator. 
For the cooling engine or heat pump, the process 3-4 is a · con-
stant low temperature expansion . During this process, heat is ab-
sorbed by the working gas . During the constant volume process 4 - 1, 
regenerator heat is transferred to the gas . In process 1-2, heat 
is released to the surroundings in an isothermal compression. During 
the constant volume process - 3 , heat is transferred to a regenerator 
from the working gas . 
The area enclosed by the envelope 1-2-3-4 on the P-V diagram 
is the useful work of the ideal Stirling cycle machine. 
Practical Cycle 
The constant volume processes of the ideal Stirling cycle, 
as described by Brauns [SJ, require an engine to have a discon-
t inuous motion during the flow of working gas through the 
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regenerator. However, test data and computer simulation results 
of a free-piston Stirling engine water pump presented by Beale [3] 
indicate that the piston motion of a practical engine is nearly 
sinusoidal. As shown by Scaringe [6], this results in the pressure 
volume diagram for the engine being similar to the shaded oval 
indicated in Figure 1. The area within the oval is the net work of 
the practical cycle and is much less than the work of the ideal 
Stirling cycle. 
The sinusoidal motion of the practical free-piston Stirling 
cycle engine can be studied with a mass -spring-damper system as 
suggested by Walker [4]. The thermodynamics of the practical 
Stirling cycle are often treated separately by complex analyses· as 
presented by Finkelstein [7-8). Several computer programs for 
simulation of a Stirling engine have been developed such as that 
by Scaringe [6] . The theoretical procedures of these programs are 
quite involved ard beyond my present capability. Therefore, it was 
felt that it would be useful to attempt to apply elementary thermo-
dynamic nalysis coupled with a simple mass and spring mechanical 
system to study the performance of a free-piston Stirling engine 
driving a free - piston cooler . 
OBJECTIVES 
Approach to the Probl em 
The purpose of thi s i nvestiga t ion was t o analy tically evaluate 
the cooling performance of a Stirling . engine system powered by solar 
energy . A system of this type might have applications such as 
cooling the attic of a house or cooli ng a i r fl ow t hrough a duct 
of a conventional air conditioning system . 
It was desired to consider a relatively simple system. Thus 
only free-piston Stirling engines were considered in an a rra ngement 
where one free - piston engine drives a free - piston cooler . Also it 
was desired not to consider pumps for water cooling or fans for 
forced convection air cooling . Only free convection air cooling 
of the engine was considered in the analysis . Also , to eliminate 
mechanical equipment for solar tracking, only a fixed posit i on 
concentrator was considered . 
Dynamic nd thermodynamic models ~ere assumed for the system 
and governing equations of motion and energy were d e r i ve d . The 
equations were put in finite difference form and programmed for 
numerical solution by computer . 
Modelling 
Two mathematical models are used in this analys i s to r epresent 
the real system of engine dynamics and thermody namics . The purpose 
of the models is to reduce the complexiti es of the real problem to 
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a form in which the results can be obtained with manageable 
analytical methods . 
The thermodynamic model used in this analysis is based on 
the Biot number . In Appendix A, the Biot number for the engine 
cylinder is shown to be about 0.0004. The Biot number for the 
working gas in the engine is estimate~ to be about 0.4. Myers 
[9] indicates that for these Biot numbers, if a lumped-system 
analysis is used and the materials are considered to have uniform 
temperatures , the resulting error will be less than 20 percent. 
This error will be considered acceptable for this study. There-
fore , the engine cylinder and the working gas are considered 
lumped materials . Each material is considered to have a single 
average temperature . An energy balance is then applied to these 
lumps to derive the ordinary differential equations for the 
thermodynamic system . 
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The mech nical system is also simplified as a lumped parameter 
model as suggested by Crede [10) . The elements of this model are 
mass, stiffness, n damping . Distributed mass of the pistons is 
considered to be a lump of mass for each piston . These lumps are 
treated as single particles in deriving the governing differential 
equations of motion . Similarly , distributed stiffness and all 
forms of energy dissipation are modeled as discrete massless springs 
and dampers respectively in the dynamic model . 
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Mecha nica l Ar rangement 
The mechanical arrangement for the system is shown in Figure 2. 
A parabolic r eflector concentrates solar energy on the cylinder head 
of a free -pis ton Stirling engine. This engine consists of a cylinder, 
a mass i v e piston, and a lightweight displacer. This engine is 
connected by a rod to a second similar engine. The displacer of 
bot h engines div ides the volume of the cylinder into the expansion 
and compress i on spaces. The outside of the cylinder around the 
compression spac e h a s fi ns f or free convective air cooling. The 
space below the piston a c ts a s a gas s pring for the piston and the 
displacer . The annul ar spac e be tween the d isplacer and the cylinder 
allows the working gas to flow between the e x pansion and compression 
spaces . The cylinder wall of the annulus s e rves as a regenerator 
heat exchanger . The cooling engine is inside a n insulated enclosure. 
This complete system was modeled and the governing equations were 
derived for evaluating the system performanc e . 
Parabolic 
Reflector 
Engine 
Cooler 
Fins 
Enclosure 
8 
Fig. 2. Mechanical Arrangement 
THERMODYNAMIC MODEL 
Assumptions 
The main assumptions for this analysis are as follows: 
1. Neglect spatial variations of temperatures in the 
cylinder and the expansion and compression spaces 
2 . The working fluid is a perfect gas and follows the 
general gas equation 
3 . The total mass of the working gas is constant 
4 . Fluid properties are constant 
5 . eglect heat conducted along the cylinder 
6 . o temperature gradients in the regenerator 
7 . Expansions nd compressions are non- flow processes 
8 . eglect fluid ki etic energy 
Solar Insol tion 
For this analysis , the system chosen is one that can be 
aper ted with par bolic solar reflector fixed in a horizontal 
plane . Kreith [11] gives the horizont 1 beam radiation on the 
reflector to be 
=IT [sin(L)sin(s) + cos(L)cos(s)cos{h)] 
o r 
The values of the solar insolation parameters shown in Table 1 
are for solar noon on June 21 at 28 .5 degrees north latitude. 
The atmospheric transmittance is for a 23 kilometer haze model 
as described by Kreith [11]. 
9 
{l) 
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TABLE 1 
SOLAR INSOLATION PARAMETERS 
PARAMETER VALUE 
Solar constant, 429 2 I Btu/hr-ft 
0 
Transmittance, T 0.64 
r 
Latitude, L 28.5 degrees 
Solar declination, s 23.5 degrees 
Solar hour angle, h 0.0 degrees 
Substituting the v alues from Table 1 into Equation 1, .the horizontal 
beam radiat i on i s 
2 
Ibh = 274 Btu/hr-ft 
This level of solar energy will be used to evaluate the Stirling 
engine performance . 
Parabolic Reflector 
A parabolic reflec tor 6 ft in d i ameter with a concentration 
ratio of 500 was selected for this analys i s . Parabolic reflectors 
of pproximately this size have been used by Farber [ 2 ] to power 
Stirling engines . The area of thi s ref lector is 
A = 28 f t 2 = 4000 in2 
The sol ar e nergy f r om t his reflector is 
B = AI = 2 Btu/sec bh 
For t he chosen concentration ratio, the solar energy will be 
concentrated on an area of 8 in2 . The diameter of the engine 
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cylinder having this end area i s 
D = 3 .19 in 
This is the size of the Stirl ing e ngine that will be considered in 
this analysis . The end of the cy lind e r t hat receiv es the solar 
radiation is called the hot cap . 
Engine Hot Cap 
The engine and cooler assembly is d i v ided into control volumes 
as shown in Figure 3 . 
Displacer Piston Displacer 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Engine Cooler 
Control ·olumes 
1 and 6 = expansion space 
2 and 5 = regener tor annulus 
3 and 4 = compression space 
Fig . 3 . Thermodynamic lodel 
The hot cap receives the incident solar radiat i o n a nd t ransmits heat 
to the working gas in the engine expansion space. The temperatures 
of the hot cap and gas are indicated in Figur e 4 . An energy balance 
on the hot cap gives 
~ E = E in o ut s 
where the energy rate is indicated by the dot above the symbol. 
The incident energy is given by 
Hot Cap 
Displacer 
E. = arB 
in 
Fig . 4 . Engine Hot Cap and Expansion Space Temperatures 
The energy out is 
E = E T E T E 
out c r 
The heat transfer through the cylinder by conduction is 
In this equation , it is assumed that the displacer will oscillate 
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with a 1 . 0 inch amplitude about a fixed position 1 . 0 inch from the 
cylinder head . The area through which heat flows increases to a 
maximum, A, when x1 is 1.0 inch. The area is zero at x1 = -1.0 inch. 
For the heat convected away to the environment , ewton's law 
of cooling gives 
E = HA(T - T ) h 1 0 
From Stefan- Boltzmann ' s law, the heat radiated to the environment is 
E 
r 
4 
= esA(T1 T 0 
4 
Finally , the energy stored in the hot cap is 
Substituting these rel ations in the energy equation, the rate of 
change of the hot cap temperature is found to be 
t 1 = z~ [ - (U ~ (l+x1 ) +HA+ esAT1 3 )T1 + U ~ (l+x1 )T 2 + 
4 (arB +HAT + esT )] (2) 
0 0 
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The initial condition of the hot cap is 550 °R. The equilib-
rium temperature of the hot cap can be estimated by assuming that 
the radiation loss is equal to the insolation rate, or 
arB 4 = esT1 (2a) 
where the values of the constants are given in Table 2. Substituting 
these values in Equation 2a gives the hot cap equilibrium temperature 
to be 
Equation 2 gives the rate of change of temperature of the hot cap 
between the initi 1 nd fin 1 temperatures nd is dependent on the 
gas temper ture in the expansion space of the Stirling engine. 
TABLE 2 
Har CAP PARAfIBTERS 
Hot cap absorptivity, a 
Concentrator reflectivity, r 
Hot cap emissivity , e 
Hot cap area , A 
0.9 
0.9 
0 .8 
1 8 .0 in2 
2 .0 Btu/sec Solar insolation, B 
Stefan- Boltzmann constant , s 
-8 2 0 4 0.17 x 10 Btu/hr- ft - R 
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Engine Expansion Space 
Referring to Figure 4, an e nergy balance on the expansion space 
gives 
where 
Using the general gas equati on 
and the relation for the mass rates 
the energy equation gives 
1 A A wl . 
2 = w1 cv[~(l+xl)Tl - (112(l+xl) + ~l + w2 cv)T2 + w2cvT3] 
( 3) 
Simil rly, for low out of the expansion space and into the 
regenerator t e energy equ tion gives 
(3a) 
Equation 3 for the rate of change of temperature of the expansion 
space depends on the temperature T3 of the gas from the regenerator . 
Regenerator Gas Temperature 
Figure 5 shows the temperatures and gas flow in the engine 
regenerator . Consider an element of fluid in the regenerator . 
T 
D 
l 
d~ 
Fig . 5 . Engine Regenerator Temperatures 
An energy balance on this element gives 
where d = UR(2)(3 .14)Ddx(T4 - T ) 
UR = overall heat transfer coefficient 
for the regenerator 
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The factor of 2 in the heat rate equation accounts for the walls of 
the cylinder and the displacer . Both walls store heat in the regen-
erator . Rearranging the energy equation gives 
6 . 28URDdx dT 
= -----
16 
Integrating and solving for the regenerator temperature gives 
( 4) 
where AR is the regenerator heat transfer area, T3 is the temperature 
of the gas leaving the regenerator with flow positive as shown. 
The regenerator wall temperature is T4 and T5 is the temperature 
of the gas entering the regenerator . For gas flow in the opposite 
direction, the regenerator temperature is 
= ( URAR ) ( URAR) [ 1 - exp -.-- ]T4 + [exp -.-- ]T2 w2cv w2cv 
For the cooling engine , similar equations are 
for flow positive as shown . For opposite flow , 
( URAR) [exp-. - JT6 Scv 
(4a) 
( 5) 
(Sa) 
where T8 is the g s temperature leaving the regenerator at a flow 
rate w5 . The wall temperature is T7 nd for positive flow T9 is 
the temperature of the gas entering the regenerator. For opposite 
flow , T
6 
is the gas temperature entering the regenerator. 
transfer area of the regenerator , AR , is given by 
AR= (2)(3.14) D L 
The heat 
Regenerator Wall Temperature 
For an element of the regenerator wall, the heat lost by the 
wall is equal to the heat gained by the gas or 
or 
where 
wrc AT4 = w c AT 2 v 3 
AT4 
w2cv 
= --AT 
w c 3 
r 
w2 = 0.000005 lb gas weight 
w = 0.72 lb regenerator weight r 
c = 0 . 74 Btu/lb- 0 R helium gas 
v 
specific heat 
0 .11 0 c = Btu/lb- R regenerator 
steel specific heat 
Substituting the numerical values gives 
Because the thermal capacitance of the metal vall is much greater 
than that of the gas , the wall temperature does not change along 
the length of the regenerator as the gas temperature changes. 
Also, from n energy balance on an element of the wall of 
the regenerator 
where from the previous integration 
( ) [(2)3.14UR(D)x] = T4 - T5 exp . 
-w2cv 
17 
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Making this substitution, integrating over the length of the 
regenerator , and solving for the wall temperature gives 
( 6) 
For flow opposite that shown in Figure 5 , the wall temperature is 
(6a) 
For the cooling engine for positive flow 
7 
{ 7) 
and for flow in the opposite direction , the cooler wall temperature is 
= 7 
The Biot number for the regenerator is 
Bi = t h k = 0 . 0003 
(7a) 
This indic tes g in t t the temperature gradients in the regenerator 
w 11 re s 11 d th t the all c n be consi ered to have a single 
aver ge or uniform temper ture . Then neglecting internal temperature 
distributions , Equ tions 6 through 7a give the rate of change of the 
temperature of the wall as fluid flows through the regenerator. For 
no flow or for very high flow rates , the equations indicate no change 
of temperature of the wall . 
19 
compression Spaces, Engine and Cooler 
Figure 6 shows the temperatures related to the engine com-
pression space . 
w3 
T2 pl 
' 
TS p3 
' 
Al 
w2 ..,..__ A21 I 
~ XI Qs ~x2 
Fig . 6 . Engine Compression Space Temperatures 
An energy balance on the engine compression space gives 
where the rate of energy storage is 
The displ cer work on the gas is given by the rate 
The work done by the gas moving the piston is at the rate of 
The heat transferred out of the compression space by the external 
fins i s 
20 
where 
AN = fin area 
UN = overall heat transfer coefficie nt of the fin 
Substituting these relations in the energy equation and solving 
f or the compression space temperature · gives 
(8) 
For flow in the opposite d i r ection 
= 5 
(Ba ) 
These equations give the rate of change of the gas temperature 
in the engine compression space . This rate depends on the compr ession 
space temper ture , the temperature of the environment , and depending 
on the direction of the flow of gas , can depend on the temperature of 
the gas at the exi t pl ane of the r e generator . These t emper ature rates 
are a l so a f unction of the d isplacer and piston displacements and 
veloci t ies . Thus t he engine temperatures are coupled to the equations 
of motion . 
Figure 7 shows the temperatures related to the cooler corn-
pression space . 
Fig . 7 . Cooler Compression Space Temperatures 
n energy b lance on the cooler compression space gives 
The r te of energy storage is 
The piston vork on the gas is given by the rate 
"'..i 
RT6A3x2 iL-J. 
The work done by the gas on the displacer is at the rate of 
= 
The heat transfer rate is given by 
And noting 
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Substituting in the energy equation and solving for the temperature 
in the cooler compression space y ields 
( 9) 
For flow opposite to that shown in Figure 7 , the compression space 
temperature is given by 
= 6 
+ (9a) 
Equations 9 and 9a give the rate of change o f the t e mperature 
of the gas in the cooler compression space . These r e lations d epend 
on the displ cements and velocities of the cooler d isplacer and the 
piston . Therefore the temperatures in the cooler are coupled t o the 
equations of motion as are the engine temperatures. The rate of 
change of the temperature of the gas in the cooler compression space 
is also a function of the temperature of the gas, the temperature of 
the environment , and of the temperature of t h e gas flowing from the 
cooler regenerator . 
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Cooler Expansion Space 
2R -----•~I 
Fig . 8 . Cooler Expansion Space and Enclosure Temperat ures 
An energy balance on the expansion space gives 
. k + 
3 9 = ,:,5cvT9 + w6cv 9 + '~6cvT 9 
where the ark a heat terms are 
k3 P6A4.· 3 
"6 
= = VL RT9 x3 
6 
= 9 
and 
Substituting and solving gi es the e.·pansion space temperature as 
(10) 
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For flow through the regenerator in the opposite direction, the 
expansion space temperature of the cooler becomes 
(lOa) 
Insulated Enclosure 
Referring to Figure 8 , an energy balance on the enclosure gives 
where the heat rate terms are 
= UC {AC ) { T 
0 
- Tl O ) 10 
6{3 .14)R 2 Also , AC = = enclosure surface area 
UC = enclosure overall heat transfer 
coefficient 
wlO = DE(2)(3 . l4)R
3 
DE = ir density in enclosure 
Making these substitutions , the temperature rate in the enclosure 
is found to be 
3UC 
- [ DEc R 
va 
+ 
UNAN 
3 {l-x3)]Tl0 
OE(4)(3 .14)c R 
va 
(11) 
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Equation of State 
It is assumed in this analysis that the working gas in the 
Stirling engine and the air in the enclosure both behave as perfect 
gases . The equation of state for these gases is 
where 
PV = wRT 
l~f-ft 
R = gas constant = 1544/m ~~~ 
· o lb - R 
m =-molecular weight m 
Although air is freely available as the engine working gas, 
other gases as shown in Table 3, have more desirable physical 
properties {Kreith [12]) . Hydrogen has the highest specific heat 
and conductivity , and the lowest v iscosity. These properties would 
permit lov flov losses and high heat transfer rates . However, since 
hydrogen is highly combustible , only helium is considered as the 
working gas in this analysis . For helium, m = 4 , so 
For the ir in the enclosure , rn = 28 . 9 , so 
Then 
PROPERTY 
c {Btu/lb-uR) p 
k 0 (Btu/hr- ft- R) 
u ( lb/ft- sec ) 
p l" he iurn 
p 
ir 
= 
= 
386wT 
v 
53 . 3wT 
TABLE 3 
GAS PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
AIR HELIUM 
0.276 1. 24 
0.04 0.138 
3 . 0 x 10 -5 2 .285 x 10 
(12) 
(13) 
HYDROGEN 
3.62 
0.26 
-5 1.415 x 10-5 
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Overall Fin Coefficient 
In the compression space of the engine, heat is transferred 
from the working gas to the environment . This heat transfer is 
assumed to be due to free convective cooling of fins on the outside 
of the engine cylinder . Fins are also used on the cooling end of 
the cylinder . 
For the fins , the Nusselt number and Grashof nwnber given by 
Pitts [1 3 ) are 
hL 1/4 
u = K = 0 . 59[GrPr] 
Gr gb 3 = 2 L (Tfin 
v 
T ) 
0 
The temper tures of t he f in nd e nvironment are estimated to be 
Tf. in 
= 11 50 OR 
T 
0 
= 550 0 R 
0 t an verage temperature of 850 R, Kreith (12] gives for air 
0 
K = 0 . 02 Btu/hr-ft- R 
Pr= 0 . 7 
gb = 360 x 1 03 l/ft3- 0 R 2 
v 
Subs tituting these relations in the usselt number equation, the 
convective heat transfer coefficient for the fin is found to be 
2 0 
h = 2 . 04 Btu/hr- ft - R (14) 
_, r- L=2 .O 
j_ 
---------
w=l . O 
' 
Fig . 9 . Fin Geometry 
The efficiency of the fin given by Pitts [13] is 
where 
For a steel fin , 
so that 
1 
nf = -- tanh (nw) 
nw 
n = 
(2h)l/2 
Kt 
K = 25 0 Btu/hr- ft - R 
nf = 92 % 
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(15) 
Since there re 75 fins spaced s shown in Figure 9 , the total area 
of the f i s is 
= 7 5 ( 2 ) L ., = 2 • 08 ft 2 (16) 
The area on the inside sur ace of the cylinder for the length of the 
fins is 
A. 
l 
= 3 .1 4DL = 0 .1 5 £t2 (17) 
Based on the fi n area, the thermal resistance of the cylinder wall is 
R 
wall 
Ln (r / r. )AN 
0 l 2 
= = 0 . 00324 ft -hr-0 R/Btu 2(3 .1 4)KL 
(18) 
Assuming a constant surface temperature inside the engine 
cylinder , the Nusselt number given by Kays [14) is 
Nu= h D 
K 
= 3.658 
where for helium at an estimated 1000 °R operating temperature 
K = 0.1 Btu/hr-ft- 0 R 
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Then the heat transfer coefficient inside the cylinder is found to be 
2 0 h. = 1.46 Btu/hr- ft - R 
1 
( 19) 
The fin overall heat transfer coefficient based on the fin area is 
= 
l 
_l_ + R +A 
wall h.A . 
1 1 
Finally , using Equations 1 through 19 , the fin overall heat transfer 
coefficient is calculated to be 
2 0 
= 0 . 084 Btu/hr- ft - R (20) 
The use of intern 1 fins w s not inclu ed in the calculations. 
However , if the engine cylinder was an internally ribbed tube such 
that the inside and outside surface areas ere equal , then the over-
all heat transfer coefficient becomes 
UN = 
l 2 0 
----------:-- = 0.82 Btu/hr- ft - R 
1 + R + .J:_ 
n;i wall hi 
Also , the use of internal fi ns might promote turbulence in the flow 
and further increase the overall heat transfer coefficient. 
Hot Cap Overall Internal Coefficient 
From Equation 19 the convective heat transfer coefficient on 
the inside of the cylinder is 
2 0 h. = 1.46 Btu/hr-ft - R 
1. 
The thermal resistance of the cylinder wal l is 
r Ln(r /r.) 
0 0 1. 
K 
2 0 
= 0.000204 hr-ft - R/Btu 
The n t he overall internal coefficient of the hot cap is 
where 
u = 
1 2 0 
----- = 1.4 Btu/hr- ft - R 
r 
0 
R 1 + cy h.r . 
l. l. 
1 Convective Coeffi cient 
For free convection , the hot cap coefficient is given by 
H = 
Gr 
K 
u = K (0 . 59 )[ Gr Pr]l/4 
L L 
= gb 3 2 L (Tcy l 
v 
T ) 
0 
The average cylinder temper ture is estimated to be 
= 1150 OR 
( 21) 
(22) 
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Then using the previously determined values for the other parameters, 
the free convective coefficient for the hot cap is 
2 0 H = 2 .04 Btu/hr-ft - R (23) 
Regenerator Overall Coefficient 
The walls of the regenerator annulus are assumed t o be 
insulated so that there is no heat lost to the environment. 
Considering only internal convection and the conductivity of the 
regenerator wall , the overall heat transfer coefficient for the 
regenerator is 
1 
1 
h . 
l 
From Equati ons 1 9 and 21 , 
2 0 h. = 1 . 46 Btu/hr- ft - R 
l 
R 
cy l 
2 0 
= 0 . 000204 hr- ft - R/Btu 
Then the over 11 heat transfer coefficient is 
UR 2 0 = 1 . 46 Btu/hr-ft - R (24) 
The s me over 11 he t transfer coefficient was used for the 
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regener tors in the engine n in the cool e r . Both r e generators are 
nnul r ucts vith xi 1 temper ture gr dients . The top end of the 
regener tor is i n t he heated hot cap and the bottom end is in the 
cool ed compression s pace . Also , the internal me mber, the displacer, 
i s r ecipr ocating such that one wall of the regenerator is moving with 
or a g inst the flow of gas during the hea t transfer pr ocess. These 
conditions have not been inc luded i n t his ana l ysis. 
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Enclosure ove rall Coefficient 
The enclosure to be cooled in this analysis is to simulate part 
of an attic of a house or a duct of an air conditioning system. The 
walls of this enclosure were chosen to be insulated to a thermal 
resistance value of 
2 0 R = 19 hr-ft ~ R/ Btu 
For still air on the inside of the enclosure and for outside 
co nd itions with wind not over 15 mph, Coren [15] gives the film 
convec t ive coefficients as 
2 0 h . = 1 . 6 5 Btu/hr- ft - R 
]_ 
h = 6 . 0 
0 
2 0 Btu/hr- ft - R 
Then the over 11 eat transfer coefficient for the enclosure is 
1 
-c = 1 1 
--+ R + --h. h ]_ 0 
cc = 0 . 05 2 0 Btu/ hr-f t - R (25) 
All surfaces of the enclosure are assumed to be exposed to the 
e nvir orunent . Both for still air and for higher air velocities on the 
outside of the enclosure, the effect of surface emittance was neg-
lected . All walls of the enclosure had the same overall heat transfer 
coefficient . The air inside the enclosure was assumed to be at a 
uniform temperature . The enclosure was selected to be a cylinder 
with a length equal to the diameter. 
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Mass Flow Rate 
In the energy Equations 3 through 10, the regenerator mass flow 
rates w2 and w5 a re r equired. The regenerator is assumed to be the 
annular space between the stationary cylinder of the engine and the 
displacer . Since t h e d isplacer will be in motion, the velocity 
profil e wi l l have the form shown in Figure 10. 
J4- L = 3.0 ~ 
Displ a cer __.. xl R = 1.5 
T l p3 
y e = 0.03 
Cylinder wall __.. 
Fig . 10 . Regenerator Ve l o c ity Profile 
ssuming that the flo is Couette flow between two parallel plates, 
the mass flow rate given by Streeter (16] is 
,.,2 = 
w2 *1 e 2 (P3 - Pl) 
L [ - 2 + 12u L ] 
where - 5 u = 2 . 0 x 10 lb/ft-sec= helium viscosity 
Substituting numerical alues in the equation gives the engine 
regener tor mass flow rate as 
w2 
[ 
xl 
5796( P 3 - p ) ] lb/sec (26) w2 = - + 3 2 l 
Simi l arly for t he cool i n g engine r e generator, 
ws (27) 
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Regenerator Gas Velocity 
In calculating the viscous friction force on the displacer, the 
slope of the velocity profile at the displacer wall must be found 
from 
F 
v 
dV 
= - u dy 
For the assumed Couette flow between parallel plates with one plate, 
the displacer , in motion , the gas flow in the engine regenerator has 
a velocity distribution as given by Streeter [16] 
xly I ( P 3 - Pl) 2 
e + 2 u L ( ey - Y ) {28) 
Similarly for the regenerator flow in the cooling engine, the 
velocity distribution is given by 
x3y I {P6 - p ) 2 4 
vs = + (ey - y ) e 2u L (29) 
DYNAMIC MODEL 
Assumptions 
The mathematical model used for the dynamic analysis of the 
Stirling engine in this study is a lumped parameter model with the 
following assumptions : 
1 . The piston and two d isplacers are the only masses 
and are rigid 
2 . The elastic elements are gas springs which are 
massless and do not dissipate energy 
3 , Elements of dissipation are coulomb fri ction, 
iscous friction , and aerodynamic losses, and are 
massless and inelastic 
4. Collisions of the piston and displacer ·are plastic 
Engine Geometry 
The dimensions of the engine used in this analysis are shown 
in Figure 11. The 3 . 0 inch di meter and 11 . 0 inch long engine is 
approximately the size of solar driven Stirling engines reported 
by Farber [2) . Also, the 3.0 inch diameter gives an end area of 
about 8 . 0 square inches . The solar reflector selected for this 
analysis concentrates solar energy on this area. The fins on the 
cylinder were sized to have an efficiency of about 92 percent. 
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t l . 06 __ r~·06 
3 .1 8 
~ f 
.03 
1.0 
3~0 + 
11. 0 
26 . 0 
2 . 0 
Fig. 11 . Engine Geometry 
T 
k2lxl+k22lx2 
k23x3+k222x 
k33x3+k32x2 
Fig . 12. Dynamic Mathematical Model 
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Free Body Diagrams 
Figure 12 shows the mass, spring, and damper system used in 
this analysis . The masses are a heavy piston and two very light 
weight displacers . A rigid assembly of the pistons of the engine 
and cooler and a connecting rod is considered to be a single mass. 
The free body diagrams of the masses are shown with the spring and 
damping forces indicated on each mass . 
Gas Springs 
The piston and displacer of the free - piston Stirling engine are 
supported on a gas spring as indicated in Figure 13. 
1 
Displ cer 
F p 
p 
s 
Fig . 13. Gas Springs 
Piston 
Gas Spring 
Volume V 
0 
The gas spring stiffnesses are deri ed as indicated by Thomson [17]. 
The forces on the piston arrl displacer are 
Then a change in force is given by 
dF = A2dP p s 
Assuming adiabatic conditions in the gas spri ng , 
p v 
s 0 
r 
= constant 
Differentiating gives 
dP = - rP (dV /V ) 
s s 0 0 
Expressing the volume as 
then 
v = v . 
0 Ol 
Substituting these relations gives 
rP 2 
dF d = _s [(Al - A2) dxl + (Al - A2 )A2dx2] 
0 
dF rP 2 = ~[(Al -A 2 )A2dxl + A2 dx2] p 
v 
0 
Defining dFd = k11 dx1 + k .... 2dx2 
The.n the spring constants for the displacer of the engi ne are 
~l = rP s 
v 
0 
rP 
s 
v 
0 
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( 30) 
{ 31) 
And for the piston , the spring constants are 
k21 
rP (Al-A2 )A2 = s 
v 
(32) 
0 
k221 
rP A 2 
= s 2 
v 
(33) 
0 
Similarly for the cooling engine, replacing A2 with A3 
and Al with 
A4 gives for the piston 
rP 2 
= __ s A 3 
v 
0 
rP 
s 
v 
0 
(34) 
(35) 
In these equ tions , k 221 refers to the force on the piston due to 
piston motion against the engine gas spring . The constant k 222 is 
the force on the piston due to piston motion against the cooler 
gas spring . Finally , for the cooler displacer 
k32 
rP (A4 - A3 )A3 = s 
v 
(36) 
0 
k33 
rP 2 
= s {A4 - A3) (37) 
0 
where r = c /c p v 
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Since the volume of the gas spring changes with motion of the piston 
and displacer , the spring stiffnesses are nonlinear. As the spring 
volume decreases with displacement , the stiffnesses of the gas spring 
increase . 
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Equations of Motion 
The Stirling engine system in this analysis consists of three 
moving parts . There are two displacers and a single rigid mass rep-
resenting the pistons and a connecting rod of the engine and cooler. 
The free body diagrams of these masses shown in Figure 12 indicates 
the forces on each moving part including pressures, gas springs, and 
friction . The equivalent viscous damping is considered to be the 
same in all parts of the machine. The gas spring pressures are equal 
in the engine arrl cooler. Summing the forces on each mass, the 
equations of motion are , for the engine displacer, 
for the piston, 
n for the cooler displ cer , 
where Ff= Coulomb friction, lb 
pv 2 ' FvS = Viscous friction, lb 
c = Equivalent viscous damping 
coefficient, lb-sec/in 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
Coulomb Friction 
Teflon seals were chosen for use around the piston and the 
displacers . Rubbing of the seals on the walls during the piston 
and displacer motion causes Coulomb friction forces. These forces 
are given by 
where 
u F 
n 
u = 0.04 = coefficient of friction 
of tef lon on steel 
F = normal force 
n 
The geometry of the seals is indicated in Figure 14. 
p3 
L t 
IA11 : ~ ? ~ p3 0 . 50 F n p s i- t p ~ s 
D Seals 
Fig . 14 . Se 1 Friction 
The normal force is given by 
F = (P3- P )A l n s sea 
where A = 0 . 50(3 .1 4)0 seal 
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where for convenience, the diameters have been put in terms of the 
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piston areas . Substituting these relations , the Coulomb friction 
forces on the engine displacer , the piston, and the cooler displacer 
are given respectively by 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
In these equations , the seal friction force was calculated 
for a 0 . 50 inch long seal . Then the coefficients in these equations 
have the dimension inches . For example 
uA = (0 . 0 )(0 . 50 in)(3 .14)l/2 (2)[Al]l/2 
seal 
UA = Coeff [ J112 Se l 1 
Coeff = 0 . 071 in 
As shown in Figure 12, the friction force on the piston consists 
of forces from the engine displacer seal , the cooler displacer seal, 
and from the seal betveen the piston nd the cylinder wall. Thus the 
total friction force on the piston is 
The direction of the forces depends on the direction of the velocities 
of the piston and displacers as indicated in Equations 38, 39, and 40. 
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Viscous Friction 
Gas flow through the regenerator will produce viscous shear 
forces on the displacer . This force depends on the velocity gradient 
which can be found from the velocity profile Equation 28 
. (P3-Pl) xly 1 2 
v2 = - + ( ey-y ) e 2u L 
The shear stress is given by 
- u av I dy y=e 
Differentiating and multiplying by the displacer surface area gives 
the shear force as 
xl e (P3 -Pl ) 
= u [ ;- + 2u L ](2)(3 .1 4)RL 
Using the numeric 1 v lues of the geometry from Figure 10, the shear 
force becomes 
F = 0 . 00000 
v2 lb (44) 
Sirnil rly for the cooli g ngine , the iscous force on the displacer 
is given by 
lb (45) 
In these equations , the value of the viscosity of the helium 
working fluid was taken at an estimated average operating temperature 
of 1000 °R . Then these equations give the fluid shear forces on the 
displacers s the fluid flows through the regenerator annulus. No 
fluid shear force was calculated for the piston. 
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.Aerodynamic Loss 
At the entrance and exit of the regenerator annulus shown in 
Figure 15, the force due to the fluid flow is assumed to have the 
form 
= a v
2 
e = 0.03 
+ 
D = 3 . 0 
t 
\_Entrance 
Fig . 15 . Regenerator Entrance and Exit 
For the sudden enlargement t the regenerator exit , the head loss 
given by Coren [15] is, for turbulent flow , 
h = 
l 
2g 
2 
At the regenerator entrance , the head loss due to the sudden 
contraction is given by 
h = 
1 2 
4g 
Then the total loss across the regenerator is 
h = 
0 
3 2 
v 4g 
Neglecting all forms of energy except kinetic energy, an energy 
balance across the regenerator gives 
(v2 
ent 
2 
v 't)/2g = h 
exi o 
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The thrust on the displacer is estimated to be 
or F = w A (2 ) h d 0 
Using a mean exit velocity to calculate the system loss, the thrust 
on the displacer becomes 
3 2 1 
Fd = w A (-4 ) V .t(-) exi g 
0 At an estimated operating temperature of lOOO R in the regenerator, 
t he helium density is 
3 
w = 0.006 lb/ft 
Substi tuting t his and t he numerical values of the geometry from 
Figure 15, the forc e o n the displacer is 
- 6 
F d = 0 . 00 2 x 10 
2 
v . 
exit lb 
Then 
a = 0 . 002 x 10-
6 21 . 2 lb- sec in 
Defining n equi alent iscous d a mping force to be 
the coefficient given by Thomson (17 ] i s 
c = [8/3 ( 3.l )] a f X 
Estimating t he e ngine f requency and amplitude as 
f = 4(3 . l ) rad/sec 
X = 1 . 0 in 
the equivalent viscous damping coefficient is calculated to be 
- 8 
c = 2 .0 x 10 lb- sec/in 
(46) 
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Cy linde r Stres s 
The equilibrium temperature o f the hot cap was calculated to be 
T = 24 20 OR 
e 
The initial engine pressurization use d i n t his analysis is 14.7 psi 
at an initial temperature of 550 °R . Us i ng Charles' law, the peak 
operating pressure is estimated to be 
p 
e = 
P. 
l 
T 
e = 65 psi 
T . 
l 
As shown in Fi gure 11 , the engine used in this a nalysis has a 
3 . 0 inch diameter cy l inder wi t h a 0 . 06 inch thic k wall. For this 
ratio of di meter to wall thickness , the s tress in the cylinde~ can 
be adequately calculated using thin wall ed pressure vessel r elations 
given by 1iller (18] . The circumferential s tress , denoted by s1 , and 
the longitudinal stress , enoted by s 2 , are given by 
DP 
2t 
DP 
s = 2 t 
It is assumed th t the cy linde r will f ail d ue to the maxi mum shear 
stress . From t h e se equations , t he rraximum normal stress is 
s = 1 62 5 psi 1 
It i s a ss umed also that the cylinder is made of a heat r esistant 
a lloy s uch s a cobalt base steel designated L- 6 05 [1 9 ]. This ductile 
ma t e rial has a tensile yiel d strength of about S = 50,000 psi at y p 
r oom temperature . By extrapol ating yiel d s t r ength versus temperature 
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curves [19), the yield strength of this material at 2420 °R is about 
s = 6000 psi. yp 
Because of the pressure oscillations in the engine, the 
cylinder wall will be subjected to cycles of stress. The stress 
amplitude and mean stress of these cycles are estimated to be 
s 
a 
= s 
m 
812 psi 
The endurance limit of the cylinder material is approximated to be 
40 percent of the yield strength or Sfl = 2400 psi as suggested by 
1iller [18] . Then using Soderberg 's fatigue method and a factor of 
safety N, the relation between the applied stress and the material 
limits is 
s s 
a m 
+ s yp 
= l 
Substituting the stress and strength values , the factor of safety is 
= 2 .11 
Therefore , this engine could be operated safely at the anticipated 
conditions of temper ture and pressure . 
METHOD OF SOLUTION 
Finite Difference Equations 
The unknowns in this analysis are as follows: 
6 temperatures in the control volumes 
2 temperatures of the regenerator walls 
l temperature of the hot cap 
1 temperature in the insulated enclosure 
6 pressures in the control volumes 
4 masses of gas in the expansion and compression spaces 
3 displ cements of the displacers and piston 
To relate these 23 unknowns , the following equations were 
derived : 
10 energy equations 
6 equations of state 
2 mass flow rates 
3 equations of motion 
2 continuity equations 
To solve the 23 equations simultaneous ly, the differential 
equations were put in the implicit finite difference form 
u { v+ 1 ) = u ( v ) + b t u ( v+ 1 ) (48) 
where u represents temperature , velocity, displacement or mass . 
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From the governing energy equations , the time derivatives 
of the temperatures , for exampl e , a r e of the form 
t. (v+l ) = Z: 
l 
a .. T . (v+l) 
l] J (49) j 
Similarly for the accelerations and mass rates . Substituting 
Equation 49 into Equation 48 gives 
[ C ] ( v+ 1 ) [ T ] ( v+ 1 ) = [ T ] ( v ) + [ D ] ( v+ I ) (50) 
where matrices C and D are not constant but depend on time. Next 
it is assumed that 
[ C ] ( v+ l ) = [ C ] ( v) 
[ D ] ( v+ 1 ) = [ D ] ( v ) 
Using these relations, the simultaneous algebraic equations f rom 
Equation 50 were solved for the temperatures at the new time t o get 
( T ] ( v+ 1 ) = [A ] ( v ) [ T ] ( v ) + [ B ] ( v ) ( 51 ) 
Similar equations ~ere written for the masses . The derivati on of 
the temperature relations given by Equation 51 is included in 
Appendix B . The derivation of the mass relations i s given in 
Appendix c . The equations in this form were then pr ogr ammed for 
solution at successive time intervals by a digital computer. The 
components of matrices A and B were eval uated f or each time step 
using the values of parameters from t he previ ous time. 
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Computer Program 
The finite difference equations relating temper atures, masses, 
ve locities , and displacements , were programmed in FORTRAN IV. be-
cause of limits on the amount of core area available, not all of the 
desirable quantities could be computed and printed. The variables 
selected as output were the time histories of the temperatures, 
pres sures , volumes , and mass distributions i n t he engine and cooler. 
Also pri nted were the velocities and displacements of the displacers 
and the piston . Other quant ities such as heat t r ansferred in the 
various parts of the engine we r e not printed because of the size 
limitations of the program . A lis ting of the program is included 
in ppendi D. 
Solution Procedure 
Table 4 indicates the procedure used f or solving the simul-
t neous equations . I niti a l conditions of t emper atures, pressures, 
nd displacements are as sumed . At the first t i me increment, new 
temperatures are calcul ated . New distributi ons of t he working gas 
are then c lcul ated f or the new temperatur es. Pressures in the 
expansion rrl compression spaces of the engine are then based on the 
new temperatures arrl masses and on the old volumes. These new 
press ures a r e then used as the forcing functions to find the piston 
displ acements . New volumes and mass distributions are then found 
with t he new displacements . Thes e calculations are repeated for each 
new tine increment up to the des i r ed t ine limit. 
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TABLE 4 
FLOiJ CHART OF CALCULATIONS 
Initial 
Conditions 
I 
Calcul ate 
Temperature Changes 
I 
Calculate Mass 
Distributions in 
Working Spaces 
I 
Calculate Pressures 
in Working Spaces 
I 
Calculate Piston I Incr ement I and Displacer Time 
Velocities 
I 
Calculate Piston 
and Displacer 
Motions 
I 
Calculate New 
Volumes in 
orking Spaces 
I 
Calculate New 
Mass Distributions 
in orking Spaces 
I 
Output 
RESULTS 
Surranary 
The objectives of this study were to model a solar powered 
Stirling engine arrl cooler and use this mode l to determine the system 
cooling ability . For several cases, some engine and cooler piston 
oscillations were obtained for 2 to 3 seconds. For portions of these 
cycles , temperatures in the cooler decreased as much as 50 °F below 
the ambient temperature . During other portions of the cycle, temper-
atures in the cooler were much higher than the ambient condition. 
Bee use of these higher temperatures and the short duration of engine 
operation obtained , no cooling was obtained in the insulated enclo-
sure . However , data is presented for several cases showing the effect 
of some parameter variations and indicating some problem areas. 
Initi 1 Conditions 
The first ttempts to solve the equations were made assuming 
that the hot c p was initially at the temperature of the environment 
or 90 °F (550 °R) . For the 2 Btu/sec solar insolation used in this 
analysis , Figure 16 shows the rate of temperature rise of the hot cap 
0 
was about 30 /sec . The equilibrium temperature of the hot cap was 
estim ted to be 2420 °R . To reach this temperature from the initial 
condition of 550 °R , computer simulations of over 6 0 seconds would 
have been required . Because of limited computer storage, this would 
have required numerous r uns and extensive data preparation. 
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Using the 550 ° R initial condition, the effort involved in examining 
several cases with parameter variations was prohibitive. In order 
to reduce this effort, an initial hot cap temperature of 2000 °R was 
assumed for all cases examined. 
For the several cases listed in Table 5, data was obtained on 
piston motions , pressure and volume histories, temperature and mass 
cycles , and regenerator performance. The engine characteristics used 
in this analysis are shown in Table 6 . For the first case examined 
0 
with an initial hot cap temperature of 2000 R, a few cycles of small 
amplitude oscillations of irregular frequency were obtained as shown 
in Figure 17 . Parameters were then varied to obtain values for which 
improved piston oscillations occurred . 
Piston Motions 
The model of the solar po ered Sti rling engine used for this 
study was successful in obtaining oscillations of the displacers and 
piston . Several cycles of piston nd displacer motion are shown in 
Figures 18 through 22 . In 11 these cases it can be seen that the 
engine displacer motion vas about 180 degrees ahead of the piston 
and the cooler displacer motion as about 180 degrees behind the 
piston motion . Amplitudes of the oscillations were approximately 
1 . 0 to 2 . 0 inches peak to peak for all cases. 
Figure 18 shows the case for a hot cap overall heat transfer 
2 0 
coefficient of 1.4 Btu/hr- ft - R. The apparent engine speed was 
about 50 rpm . When this coefficient was increased to 2.8, the engine 
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TABLE 5 
PARAMETER VARIATIONS 
CASE 
PARAMETER 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 
Tl OR 550 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 
lb-sec 2 WP in . 026 . 026 . 624 . 624 .624 .624 .156 
u 
Btu 1.4 1.4 1.4 2 . 8 1.4 1.4 1.4 2 0 hr-ft - R 
Btu . 084 . 084 .084 . 084 .84 . 84 . 84 
2 0 hr- ft - R 
Friction 0 0 0 0 0 
Viscous 0 Coulomb 
VO in 3 2 2 84 84 84 84 84 
H 
PARAMETER 
A . 2 in 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
AN 
AR 
B Btu/ sec 
2 0 Btu/ hr- ft - R 
PS lb/in 2 
PS2 lb/in2 
R ft 
TO OR 
2 0 
UC Btu/hr- ft - R 
UR 
in 3 VG 
VLl 
VL2 
VL3 
VL 
D 2 /' lb- sec in 
ID2 
W2 , 5 lb 
a 
0 
c Btu/l b - R 
c 
v 
e 
r 
s 
z lb 
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TABLE 6 
ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS 
VALUE 
18.0 
7.0 
5 .25 
3.5 
7.0 
300.0 
56 .5 
2.0 
2.04 
14.7 
14. 7 
1.0 
550 . 0 
0 . 05 
1. 46 
0 . 865 
7 . 0 
5 . 25 
10 . 5 
21. 0 
0 . 001 3 
0 . 00065 
0 . 000005 
0 . 9 
0.11 
0.74 
0.8 
0.9 
- 8 0 .l 7xl0 
0.44 
REMARK 
Hot cap area 
Engine displacer area 
Engine piston area 
Cooler piston area 
Cooler displacer area 
Fin area 
Regenerator surface area 
Solar insolation 
Hot cap coefficient 
Engine gas spring pressure 
Cooler gas spring pressure 
Enclosure radius 
Env i r onment temperature 
Enclosure coefficient 
Re generator coefficient 
Regenerator volume 
Engine expansion volume 
En gine compression volume 
Cooler compression volume 
Cooler expansion volume 
En gine displacer mass 
Cooler displacer mass 
Regenerator gas weight 
Hot cap absorptivity 
Steel specific heat 
Helium specific heat 
Hot cap emissivity 
Concentrator reflectivity 
Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
Hot cap steel weight 
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speed increased to 65 rpm as indi cated in Figure 1 9 . The amplitude 
of the oscillation increased a l so . However , for both of these cases, 
the amplitudes of the oscil lations seem t o be d ecaying and the average 
pos ition of the piston was drifting away from t he hot cap . This may 
h a ve been the result of inadequate waste heat rejection in the finned 
comp r ession space . The fin overall h e at transfer coefficient used 
2 0 for both cases was 0 . 084 Btu/hr- ft - R for free convective air 
cooling . Bo t h cases were studied with zero friction. 
For the next two cases shown in Figures 2 0 and 21, a hot cap 
2 0 
coefficient of 1 . 4 Btu/ hr- f t - R was used but the f i n heat transfer 
2 0 
coefficient was increased to 0 . 84 Btu/hr- ft - R . The f irst case, 
without friction , shows that the e n gine s peed inc reased t o 7 5 rpm. 
The plitudes , rather than decay i ng , are increasing or r emaining 
pproximately constant for the few sec onds of operation shown in 
Figure 20 . The mean position of the piston i s also r ema ini ng more 
nearly constant r ther th n oving do¥n the cylinder a s occurs with 
a lOY he t tr ns er coefficient for the f i n . 
Figure 1 shows t e same c se vith both \ iscous a nd coulomb 
friction added . The speed has remained a t about 75 r pm. Although 
the amp litude has decrea sed s lightly , it is growing a nd the mean 
piston pos i t i on is a pp r oximate l y constant . Al so , as shown in Figure 
21 , with f riction added the engine displace r motion is less erratic . 
A f inal case shown in Figure 2 is for no f riction, a fin heat 
t rans fer coefficient of 0 . 84 , a hot cap c oefficient of 1.4, and 
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a piston mass of 1 / 4 that of the previous cases . For this case, the 
oscillations start at a higher speed , 1 50 rpm, but the amplitude of 
the oscillations is approximate l y the same a s previous cases. 
The piston and displacer motions indicate that t his solar 
powered Stirling engine probably woul d not develop sustained 
oscillations unless a massive piston were used and the fin heat 
transfer coefficient were increased . For t he size of engine 
considered in this analysis , the piston mass was calculated to 
be 0 . 31 2 slug . Oscillations were obtained wi th t he mathematical 
model of this engine only when the piston mas s was i ncreased to 
7 . 488 slug . 
The fin overall heat transfer coefficient was calculated f r om 
u = 1 
h 
out 
1 2 0 
= 0 . 084 Btu/hr- ft - R An 
+ R + h. A. 
in in 
The dominant term is the cylinder inside surface area A. , not the 
in 
free convective coefficient h t " To increase the overall heat 
OU 
transfer coefficient u, the engine cylinder diameter or l ength would 
I 
have to be changed to increase A. approximately 10 times. Under 
in 
this condition, free convective air cooling may be adequat e to 
sustain oscillations . 
Pressure and Volume Relations 
Figures 23 through 27 show pressure and volume histories for 
the engine . The volumes shown are the t otal of the expansion and 
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compression spaces . Pressures in the expansion and compression 
spaces were always within about 1 percent of each other so that 
the pressure shown in the figures applies to both spaces. 
In all the pressure and volume relations shown, a 180 degree 
phase relation existed . The maximum pressures occurred at minimum 
volumes and minimum pressures occurred at rraximum v olumes. The peak 
values increased slightly with time for those cases where a 0.084 fin 
heat transfer coefficient was used as shown in Figure 23. In all 
cases the initial pressure in the engine was assumed to be 14.7 psi. 
Figure 24 shows the effect of increasing the hot cap coefficient from 
1 . 2 0 to 2 . 8 Btu/hr- ft - R . An initial cycle obtained a pressure of 
bout 33 psi but the peaks decayed after the first cycle , apparently 
due to the low fin eat transfer coefficient . When this coefficient 
was increased to 0 . 8 2 0 Btu/hr- ft - R, the peaks of the pressure and 
volume cycles gr lly increase for the length of time that data 
was obt ine . This is shown in F~gure 25 ithout friction in the 
engine , and in Figure 6 with iscous and coulomb friction , where 
the pe k pressures n volumes are slightly lower . 
hen comparatively lo¥ eight piston was used along with a 
high fin heat transfer coefficient , the pressure and volume cy cles, 
as shown in Figure 27 , had a high frequency and an increasing peak 
amplitude . 
Using the plots of the pressure and volume vers us time, the 
pressure-volume cycles were drawn for the engine . For comparison 
purpose, these cycles were taken at approximately the same time and 
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were drawn to the same scale in Figures 29 through 33. The most 
notable change in these cycles as shown in Figure 31 occurred again 
when the fin heat transfer c oefficie nt was i nc r eased from 0.084 to 
2 0 
0 . 84 Btu/hr- ft - R . This resulted i n a cycle with greater volume and 
pressure ranges . While all of these cycle s were somewhat erratic, 
the directions arrl shapes of the cycles are s imilar to that of a 
practical Stirling cycle as indicated in Figur e I. These cycles 
give the engine work output . 
Attempts to obtain similar cycles for the cooling machine were 
not successful . Figure 36 shows pressure and v olume versus time for 
the cooling engine . The srrall changes shown in the pressure and 
volume curves were typical of all cases of parameter variations · 
studied . The pressure - volume cycle shown in Figure 37 for t he 
cooling engine is irregular but the direction of the cycle i ndicates 
that no refrigeration as being produced . 
The cause of no cooling may have been partly due to the engine 
geometry . Figure 20 sho s th t the piston and cool er d isplacer moved 
pproximately equ 1 dist nces in opposite directions . The displacer 
rea w s 7 . 0 in . 3 . 2 and the piston area \as . 5 in . For each inch of 
ispl cer motion , the volume increases 3 . 5 in3 . A piston motion of 
. 3 
one inch decre ses the volume by an equal amount or 3. 5 in . The net 
volume ch nge then is zero . This explains the s mall volume changes 
shown in Figure 36 . To obtain cooling , the tota l v olume must increase 
to expand and cool the working gas . If the piston a r ea is changed to 
1 . 75 in2 , each inch of piston and displ a cer mot ion would increase the 
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total volume by 3 . 5 in
3
. This increase in volume would then cause 
the cooling of the working gas to produce refrigeration. This has 
not been verified by computations with the mathematical model. 
Work Output 
The work output of the engine was calculated from the area 
enclosed in the pressure- volume cycles shown in Figures 29 through 
33 . The area represents the work available per cycle. Multiplying 
the area by the engine speed gives the work output per unit time. As 
the heat transfer was improved for the hot cap or for the fins, the 
work output per cycle and the engine speed increased as shown in Fig-
ures 30 and 31 . Figure 32 shows the effect of friction. The spape of 
the cycle has changed compared to Figure 31, the same case without 
friction , but the enclosed area is approximately the same . With a 
piston of less mass , the work per cycle as shown in Figure 33 is less 
than that of a heavier piston engine shown in Figure 31 . Since the 
speed of the smaller piston engine was about 150 rpm, the work output 
per unit time N s greatest for this case . 
The work output for the case ith friction , a large piston, 
nd improved fin heat transfer , as estimated to be only about 0.004 
Btu/sec . This output was then compared to the total incident solar 
insolation of 1. 62 Btu/sec to determine the engine efficiency. The 
efficiency was calculated for all cases arrl is shown versus engine 
speed in Figure 34 . The maximum efficiency of this engine was about 
0 . 25 percent . However , for the short durations of operation obtained, 
the engine had not reached equilibrium conditions. 
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The distribution of e nergy in t he engine at a bout the 2 
second mark was calculated as follows : 
Radiation loss 4 4 = esA (T1 - T0 ) = 0. 8 Btu/sec 
Convection loss = HA(T1 - T0 ) = 0 .1 Btu/sec 
Stored in cylinder = zcT1 = 0 . 68 Btu/sec 
Conducted into gas = UA(T1 - T 2 ) = 0. 04 Btu/sec 
Fi n heat r e j ection= UN (AN)(T 5- T0 ) = 0 . 003 Btu/sec 
Fri ction loss = u A 1 (P3- P )x1 = 0 . 001 4 Bt u/sec s ea s 
Stored in gas = w1 cv1 2 = 0 . 015 Btu/sec 
These results are depicted in Fi gure 35 and show that 90 percen~ of 
the incident energy is eithe r los t by radiation (0 . 8 Bt u/sec) or is 
stored in the hot cap (0 . 68 Btu/sec) r aising the hot cap t emperature . 
Only 2 . 5 percent of the incident sol ar e nergy ( 0 . 04 Btu/sec) is con-
ducted into the \Orking gs . The e ngi ne efficiency ba sed on the heat 
conducted into the working gas is 1 0 pe rcent . Also , as the hot cap 
reaches the equilibrium temperature , it is e xpected that more heat 
will be conduc ted t o t he \orking gas , more ~ork will be produced, and 
the e n gine e f f i cie ncy will i ncrease . 
The wor k d one by the gas expanding arrl moving t he piston can b e 
f ound from 
w = ) Pav 
From examination of the pressure a nd v olume cycles shown in Figure 
26 , the pressure for the mode l i n t his s tudy ma y be approximated by 
where 
P = P (1 - (l/2) s in(¢ - e)] 
m 
P = mean pressure = 17 psi 
m 
e = angle by which pressure variations 
lag volume variations 
The expansion and compression space volumes are approximated by 
where 
V = V (l + sin ¢) 
e eo 
V = V [l +sin (¢ - ID)] 
c co 
v = v 7 
. 3 
= in 
eo co 
ID = angle by which compression space 
volume variations lag expansion 
space volume variations 
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Substituting these expressions and performing the integration gives 
the V"ork for the expansion space to be 
= l . 57P v sine 
e m eo 
Similarly , the ork for the compression space is found to be 
v = l . 57P V [sin(e)cos(ID) - cos(e)sin(ID)] 
c m eo 
Then the net work for cycle is 
!II = w 
net e c 
net 
= l . 57P V [sine - sin(e)cos(ID) + cos(e)sin(ID)] 
m eo 
From Figures 26 and 28 , the angle e between the pressure 
variations and the expansion space volume variations is found to 
be approximately zero . Then the work output is 
W = l.57P V sin ID 
net m eo 
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From Figure 28 , the angle m by which the compression space 
volume variations lag the expansion s pa ce volume variations was 
es timated to be about 172 degrees . For t his condition, the work 
per cycle i s 
W t = 26 in lb 
ne 
This agrees approximately with the work out put found by calculating 
the area enclos ed within the pressure- vol ume cycle shown in Figure 32. 
In the work expression , it can be seen t hat if the phase angle 
between volume variati ons i n t he compression and expansion spaces is 
90 degrees , the work output will be a maximum . Also, if this angle 
is 270 degrees , the work will be negative . This means that the 
compression work on the gas is greater than the expansion work. This 
is the condition for a refrigeration cycle . 
In all cases in this analysis , the phase angle between the 
expansion and compression volumes in both the engine and cooler was 
always about 180 degrees . Therefore , little work and no refrigeration 
was produced . To obtain maximum work output and increased refrig-
eration , the parameters need to be adj usted to obtain an engine phase 
angle of 90 degrees and a cooler phase angle of 27 0 de grees. 
Phase Angles 
To esti mate t he s t eady s tate phase angles in the engine, the 
pressures in the engine expansion and compression spaces are consid-
ered t o be equal and to vary sinusoidally . All forms of damping are 
expressed as an equivalent viscous damping . Then the differential 
equations of motion of the displacer and piston are 
Using complex algebra , substitute 
iwt Im(e ) = sinwt 
iwt 
x1 = Im(X1 e ) 
For case 5 from Table 5 and from Table 6, 
2 
= 0 , 0013 lb- sec 
ml in 
lb- sec 2 
m2 = 0 . 624 in 
1 . 7 lb/in 2 p = 
s 
7 . 0 in 2 Al = 
5 . 25 in 2 A2 = 
84 . 0 in 3 v = 
0 
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The spring constants from Equations 30 through 33 are calculated to be 
k11 = 0 . 9 lb/in 
k12 = k 21 = 2 . 7 lb/in 
k22 = 8.1 lb/in 
From Figure 21 , the frequency is estimated to be 
w = 7 .85 radians/sec 
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The equivalent viscous damping coefficient approximating a Coulomb 
damping force is given by 
c = 1.27 
For the displacer , the Coulomb damping force given by Equation 41 is 
F fl = 0 .31 lb 
For the piston, the Coulomb damping force given by Equation 43 is 
Ff2 = 0.62 lb 
Using an estimated amplitude X = 1.25 in, the equivalent viscous 
damping coefficients are 
lb sec 
c1 = 0 . 04 in 
lb sec 
c 2 = 0 . 08 in 
Substituting these relations in the equations of motion , rearranging, 
and solving by Cramer ' s rule , 
Xl = G + iH = 4 . 23 - 3.72i 
2 = K + iL = - 0 . 27 - 0.4li 
Then the phase angles are 
~6i -1 H 41 degrees = tan -- = -G 
¢2 
-1 L 
+ 56 degrees = tan = K 
These angles indicate that with damping the steady state phase angle 
between the displacer and the piston may be approximately 90 degrees. 
The computer simulations were not of sufficient duration to reach 
steady state to check this condition. 
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Temperatures 
The temperature cycles o f the helium working gas for the engine 
and cool er are shown i n Fi gur es 38 thr ough 40. The hot cap tempera-
t ure also shown in Figure 39 was assumed initially at 2QOO 0 R. The 
initial temperatures of the gas i n the expansion and compression 
s paces in both the engi ne arrl cooler were assumed to be 550 °R. 
Fi gure 39 s hows that t he hot ca p was not at equilibrium temperature 
but continued to r i s e in temperature to about 2040 ° R for the 3 
seconds shown . 
As shown in the f i gur es , extreme ly hi gh temperature spikes 
occurred in both the expans i on a rrl compression spaces of the engine. 
In the compression space of the cooler , t hese peaks also appeared 
but were lower than the engine temper atures as s hown in Figure 39. 
There were indications that these temperat ure ext r emes were produced 
by the size of the time step and the iterative method used to 
evalu te the temperatures . 
The temperatures shown in Figure 38 a re for a t i me step of 
0 . 002 seconds . hen time step of 0 . 005 s econds was t r ied, the 
computations at the times when the temperature peaks occurred gave 
very erratic results s uch as negative temperatures and masses, and 
i nfinite pr ess ures . Thus reducing the s i ze of the time step led to 
impr oved results . Because of limited computer storage, time steps 
smaller than 0 . 002 seconds were not a ttempted. 
From Figures 21 and 39 it was noted that the peaks in the 
engine expansion space temperature occurred at the times when the 
engine displacer reached the end of its stroke at the top of the 
hot cap. The engine and cooler compression space temperature 
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peaks occurred when the displacer and piston were moving in 
opposite directions and came together. At these instances, the 
variations in parameters are apparently so strong that a very small 
time step is required for satisfactory results . 
Also, to solve for the temperatures using an iterative method, 
it was assumed that the matrices of the temperature coefficients at 
successive time steps were approximately equal . Two of these 
coefficients were compared for a time step of 0.005 seconds. At 
a time of 1.505 seconds , the two coefficients were calculated to be 
A 21 = 0.0018 
A23 = 0 .00017 
t 1 . 510 seconds , the coefficients were found to be 
21 = 0 . 0125 
A23 = -5. 294 
The large differences in the coefficients at the two times shows that 
the assumption of equality ~as a poor approximation . However, since 
this assumption allows solution for the temperatures, an improved 
solution might be obtained by recomputing the coefficients using 
the new temperatures. This process could be repeated until the 
coefficients change very little. 
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The cooler temperatures shown in Figure 40 indicate that for 
short times the expansion space temperature did decrease as much 
0 
as 40 R . During these short periods , the enclosure temperature 
was computed to decrease about 0 . 2 °R . During other portions of 
the cycle , the expansion space temperature increased above 550 ° R 
and heat was conducted into the enclosure incr eas i ng i ts temperature. 
Therefore , no net cooling of the enclosure was obtai ned . 
Mass Cycles 
Distributions of mass in the expansion and compression s paces 
of the engine and cooler are shown in Figures 41 and 42 for case 5 
listed in Table 1 . The mass cycles in the engine expansion space 
show sudden changes in mass flow rates . These changes occur f irst 
when the engine piston and displacer contact and aga in when t he 
displacer reaches the end of its stroke toward the hot cap . I t is 
at this time that the mass in the expansion space is near zero. This 
also corresponds to the time when erratic high temperature peaks occur 
in the expansion space . 
In the compression space the mass is a minimum whe n the piston 
and displacer contact . Extreme temperature peaks occurred in the 
compression space at these times . 
The engine mass cycles shown in Figure 41 result ed from the 
selected engine length of 5 . 0 inches . The d i s placer was assumed 
initially in the mid position . The displacer motion became great 
enough to contact the hot cap and the piston a t the ends of the 
displ cer stroke . This caused the discontinuous mass cycles in the 
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engine . The cooler was chosen to be 8 .0 inches long and the cooler 
displacer was assumed initially in the middle of this range. The 
displacer motions shown in Figure 21 show that the cooler displacer 
did not contact the piston or the end of the cylinder at its maximum 
motion . The resulting mass cycles in the cooler are nearly sinu-
soidal . The temperature peaks for this condition shown in Figure 40 
were not as extreme as occurred in the engine. This indicates that 
geometry changes in the engine may improve mass and temperature 
cycles . 
Regenerator 
The regenerator section of the engine did not work properly. 
Heat was to have been stored in the wall of the regenerator when 
hot gas flowed from the expansion space to the compression space. 
This heat was to be returned to the cooled gas flowing from the 
compression section to the expansion section . Figure 43 shows that 
the wall temperature remained constant and that erratic high temp-
er ture peaks occurred in the gas flowing through the regenerator. 
These pe ks occurred when the engine displacer neared the end of 
its stroke at the top of the hot cap or when it contacted the 
piston . Figure 41 shows that high mass flow rates occurred at these 
times . The computer results gave typical gas velocities 0£ about 
0 750 in/sec and temperatures of about 6 50 R at these times. The 
acoustic velocity of the helium gas at 650 °R is 
a= [(c /c )gRTJ112 = 306 in/sec p v 
The gas velocity in the regenerator exceeded the sonic velocity . 
However, the weight rate of flow could not have been greater than 
that for the s onic condition . This was not accounted for in the 
r e generator equations. 
to be 
The Reynolds number for a 750 in/sec gas velocity was found 
R 
e 
3 
= ( .008 lb/ft )(62.5 ft/sec)( .375 ft) = 12668 
.0000148 lb/ft- sec 
Since t he Reynolds number for this flow is much greater that the 
critical value of 2300, the regenerator flow would be turbulent 
rather than laminar as assumed. However, it was considered 
cons erv tive to evaluate the heat t ransfer coefficients for 
laminar flow conditions . Entry length effects were neglected . 
. 1 11 0 . 3 Since the regenerator vo ume was s ma , about . 86 in , the 
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veight of helium gas initially in thi s volume was only 0 . 000005 lb 
or about 8 percent of the total gas in the expansion and compression 
volumes . It \as reasoned th t even r elative ly large changes in the 
weight of the regenerator gas would still be small percentages of 
the total gas . Therefore , it was assumed t hat the regenerator mass 
was constant . This may have ca used several errors. With the volume 
a nd mass of the r e generator constant, the pressure was given by 
P = [mR/V]constantT 
The n for each temperature peak there was a pressure spike . These 
r e generator pressure peaks were always much higher than the pressure 
in the expans ion and compression spaces . 
Also, the regenerator mass flow rate was found from the 
difference in expansion space mass per unit time or 
w = 
r 
( v+l) ( v) 
w - w 
e e 
At 
The gas velocity was found from 
or 
w = w AV /Vol = w AV /Al 
r r r r r 
w 1 
r 
v = 
r w 
r 
Then ·1ith t he regenerator mass w constant, the gas velocity V 
r r 
could have been considerably in e r r or. 
better sswnption may be that the pressures in the three 
sections of the e gine re lways equal or 
where 
With the t otal rrass 
p = p = p = p 
e r c 
p 
e 
p 
r 
p 
c 
constant 
wt 
= 
= 
= 
= 
., 
e RT 
V e 
e 
w 
r RT 
r 
r 
w 
c RT 
v c 
c 
w + w 
e r 
+ WC 
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Solving these equations for the unknowns w 
e ' 
w 
r ' 
and w gives 
c 
v 
e 
T wt 
e 
w = e v v v 
e 
+ 
c 
+ 
r 
-T T T 
e c r 
v 
c 
T wt 
c 
w = c v v v 
e c r 
- + + T T T 
e c r 
v 
r 
T wt 
r 
w = r v v v 
e c r 
+ - + T T T 
e c r 
From the equation of state , the pressure is 
Rv 
p t = v v 
e c 
+ 
r 
- + T T T 
e c r 
These equations allow for changes in the rrass in t he regenerator a nd 
may result in improved temperatures , pressures , mass f low rates , and 
gas velocities in the regenerator . 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The model of the solar powered free-piston Stirling engine and 
cooler used in this study failed to achieve any refrigeration . Work 
output of the engine was small. 
One cause of this poor performance was the failure of the model 
to obtain the proper phase relations between volume variations in the 
expansion and compression spaces of both the engine and cooler. For 
the few parameters studied , a phase angle of 180 degrees was always 
obtained in the engine and cooler . A 90 degree phase angle in the 
ngine ould give ma imum work output . Refrigeration would be 
maximum t a 70 degree phase angle in the cooler . 
To stud phase relations , an extensi e parameter investigation 
could be m de including parameters such as piston stroke, area, mass, 
spring stiffness , nd d mping . Because of the large number of 
variables i olved , nor liz tion of the equations should be done 
to re uce the umber of ri bles nd the amount of work involved 
in solving the equ tions ith parameter variations . 
In solving the temperature equations , the coefficients in the 
equ tions were ssumed pproximately equal at successive time steps. 
A check of several coefficients for a time step of 0.005 second 
showed th t the coefficients changed rapidly. Because of this strong 
property variation , a much smaller time step should be used . Also, 
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an iterative method could be used to recompute the coefficients 
succes sively for each new set of temperatures until the coefficients 
do not change . 
The as swnption of constant mass in the r e ge nerator apparently 
caused erratic temperatures , pressures , and uncer tain flow rates. 
This assumption should be replaced with the asswnption of equal 
pr essures in all engine sections . 
Efficiency of the engi ne for t he conditions studied was 
extremely low, about 0 . 2 %. This was partly due t o t he hot cap not 
being at equilibriwn temperature a nd by large radiation heat loss to 
the environment . Engine performance at the hot cap equilibr ium 
conditions should be investigated . Use of a radiati on shield on t he 
hot c p should be studied for i mproved engine performance. 
Output from the computer calculations could be expanded to 
include quantities of heat transferred to the environment from t he 
compression sections of the engi ne a nd cooler, as well as heat stored 
in the regenerator . These quanti t ies would be useful i n evaluating 
the operation of the separate engine s ections . 
lthough the model and a nalysis failed to achieve the goal 
of solar powered refri geration , additional developme nt of t he analysis 
may produce a useful model of a Stirling engi ne and cooler. 
APPENDIX A 
BIOT NUMBER ESTIMATE 
The Biot number is given by 
For the steel cylinder 
Bi = th k 
of the Stirling engine 
t = 0 . 06 in 
2 . 04 2 0 h = Btu/hr- ft - R 
0 k = 25 Btu/hr- ft - R 
Then the Biot number for the steel is 
Bi = 0 . 0004 
For the working gas inside the cylinder, the surface coeff i -
cient for convection is 
2 0 h = 1 . 46 Btu/hr - ft - R 
The conductive path length of the gas in the 3 . 0 inch diameter 
nd 1 . 0 inch long e·pansion space is 
t = V/A = 0 . 43 in 
The conductivity of the heliwn working gas is 
0 k = 0 .138 Btu/hr- ft - R 
Then the Biot number for the gas is 
Bi = 0 . 38 
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APPENDIX B 
TEMPERATURE RELATIONS 
Using Equation 48, the engine temperatures are given by 
Tl 
(v+l) 
= Tl 
( v) + T (v+l) At 
1 
T2 
(v+l) 
= T2 
( v) + T (v+l) At 
2 
T4 
(v+l) 
T4 
( v ) T (v+l) 
= + 4 At 
TS 
(v+l) 
= TS 
(v ) + T (v+l) At 
s 
The temperature rates , Equations 2 , 3 , 6 , and 8, are of the form 
Tl ) 
= - a ll Tl 
(v+l) 
+ al2T2 
(v+l) 
+ bl l 
(v+l) 
= a21Tl 
(v+l) 
- a 22T2 
(v+l) 
+ a23T3 
(v+l) 
2 
(v+l ) 
44T4 
(v+l) 
+ a4STS 
(v+l) 
- -
(v+l ) 
= 5 
Also let 
A .. = a . . At lJ lJ 
B. = b . At 
l l 
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Substituting these relations and solving together with Equation 4, 
the temperatures become 
(v+l) 
TS = 
(v+l) 
T4 = 
(v+l) 
T3 = 
T2 
(v+l) 
= 
Tl 
(v+l) 
= 
Similar equations 
(Ts(v) +BS) 
( l-Ass +A S3) 
(T (v) +A T (v+l)) 
4 45 s 
A34T4 
{v+l) 
+ A35T 5 
(v+l) 
[A T ( v+l) + T (v ) + A21 
23 3 2 ( l+A11 ) 
Al 2A21 
[ (l+A22) - ] (l+A11 ) 
T ( +l ) + T (v ) + B ) 
12 2 l I 
{l+A11 ) 
(T (v) 
1 + Bl)] 
ere derived for r e generator flow in the opposite 
direction , for no regenerator f l ow, a nd f or the cooling engine. 
These equ tions vere used to ca lculate the temperatures at each 
t i me step. 
APPENDIX C 
MASS RELATIONS 
For the engine , the masses in the expansion and compression 
n n 
spaces at some time t are w1 and w3 At some small time later, 
the masses are 
n . n+ld 
= w1 + w2 t 
. n+ld 
w2 t 
The mass flol'I rate w2 given by Equation 26 is 
. n+l w2 
'12 =-3-[ 
where 
n+l 
n+l wl n+l 
pl = RT 2 VL n 
1 
n+l 
n+l w3 n+l 
p3 = RT 5 n 
VL2 
w2dt 
n+l 
(5796) 
RT 2 
A = 3 n 
VLl 
Also let 
w2dt 
n+l 
{5796) 
RT 5 
B = 3 n 
VL2 
w2d t n c = xl 6 
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Substituting these relations and rearranging gives 
n+l WI (l+A) 
n+l n+l n 
w1 A + w3 ( l+B) = w3 + C 
Solving these equations yields 
= 
= 
n n (l+B)w1 + Bw3 - C 
l+A+B 
Aw
1
n + (l+A) w
3
n + C 
l+A+B 
These equations were used to calculate t he masses in the e ngine 
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spaces t each time increment . The values of the coeffici ent s A, 
B, and C were recomputed t each step . Si milar relati ons were 
derived for the cooling engine . 
APPENDL< D 
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM 
C SOLJR PCWERED STIRLING ENGINE ANALYSIS 
DIMENSION T{l0,101) ,X(3,101) ,P (6 ,101) ,V( 5,101),VL(4,101) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Wl,W2,W3,CD,VI,W(6,101),VX1,VX3,W2TT,W5TT,All 
DOUBLE PRECISION DABS,DEXP,Bl 
READ(5 , 900)T3 , T4 ,T5,T6 ,T7,T8 , T9 ,Tl0 
READ(5 , 900)Xl,X2 , X3 , Vl , V2 , V3 , V4 , VS 
READ(5 , 900)A ,Al,A2,AN, R,VG,TO,AR 
READ(S , 900)B ,H, U, UN , UR , UC ,C,CV 
READ(5 , 900)Z , WD ,WP ,CP, GP ,GA,WR,AFV 
READ( S, 900)DT ,Tl, T2 , VO ,CT, G 1,DE, CVA 
Rfil\..D{5 , 904)Pl ,P2 ,P3,P4,PS,P6 
READ{5 , 905)VL1 , L2 , VL3 , VL~ 
READ(5 , 905)V"'".i..J.R , L2R , VL3R , VL4R 
READ(S , 902) lW, v2D, 3W , v4W v5D , W6W 
READ ( 5 , 902) PS , 1 , 1 2 , 3, CD , CI 
READ(S , 903 ) , , TME , A3 , A4 , PS2 , PD2 
C I ITIALJZE 
DO 52 I=l,10 
DO 52 J=l, 
52T(I,J)=O . O 
DO 55 K=l , 3 
DO 55 L=l , 
55X{K L)=O . O 
DO 59 i=l,6 
DO 59 II=l, 
P(lII)=O . O 
5 9fJ ( , II ) = 0 . 0 
DO 62 IJ=l , 5 
DO 62 IK=l,N 
62V ( IJ, IK) =O . 0 
DO 65 IL=l , 4 
DO 65 H=l , 
65VL( IL , U )=0 . 0 
T(l,l)=Tl 
T(2,l)=T2 
T(3,l)=T3 
T(4,l)=T4 
T ( 5,1 )=TS 
T(6,l)=T6 
T(7,l)=T7 
T{8,l)=T8 
T ( 9 ,1 )=T9 
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T ( 10, l) =Tl 0 
X(l,l)=Xl 
X ( 2 , 1 )=X2 
X ( 3 ,1 )=X3 
V(l,l)=Vl 
V(2,l)=V2 
V(3,l)=V3 
V{4,l)=V4 
V( 5 ,1 )=VS 
P(l,l)=Pl 
P(2,l)=P2 
P(3,l)=P3 
P(4,l)=P4 
P(S,l)=PS 
P(6,l)=P6 
VL(l ,l)=VLlR 
VL(2,l)=VL2R 
VL(3,l)=VL3R 
VL(4 , l)=VL4R 
W(l,l)=WlW 
W(2,l)=W2D 
W ( 3, l )=W3 J 
W ( ,1 )=W4W 
\1(5,1 )=;so 
v(6,l)=W6v 
C TE.:lPERATTJRE COEFFICIE. TS 
MM=l -1 
DO 450JK=l,111 
XT7=X (l ,JK)-1. 0 
IF{XT7.GT.01GO TO 723 
GO TO 100 
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723All=l . O-({DT* )/(Z*C*3600 . 0*14 . O))*(U+H+(0 . 8*0 .0000000017*(T{l,JK 
1) *3))) 
Al2={ DT*A)/(Z*C*3600 . 0*l44 . 0))*U 
A2l=((DT* )/(v(l,JK)*CV*3600 . 0*l44 . 0))*U 
22=1 . 0-(0T/(~1(1,JK)*CV*3600 . 0*144 , 0) )*( (U*A)+(W(l,JK)*(lS44./GM)* 
1 l*V(l,JK) 3600 . 0*l44 . 0/(VL(l,JK)*778 . 0))+(W(2 ,JK)*CV*3600.*l44.)) 
GO TO 104 
l00All=l . 0-({DT*A)/(Z*C*3600 . 0*l<tzl .O))*(( /2.0)*(1.0+X(l,JK))+H+(0.8* 
10 . 00000000l7*(T(l , JK)**3 ))) 
Al2=( (DT*A)/(Z*C*3600 .0*l 44 . 0) ) * ( (U/2 .O)*(l .O+X (l,JK))) 
A2l=((OT*A)/(W(l , JK)*CV*3600 . 0*l44.0))*((U/2.0)*{l.O+X(l,JK))) 
A22=1 . 0-(DT/{W(l,JK)*CV *3600 .0*l44.0))*({U*A/2.0)*(l.O+X(l,JK))+(W 
l(l,JK)*(l544./G.~)*Al*V(l,JK)*3600.0*l44.0/(VL{l,JK)*778.0))+{W(2,J 
2K)*CV*3600 . *144 .)) 
1 04A 2 3 = ( OT* -J ( 2 , JK ) /W ( 1 , JK ) ) 
W2TT= . 000002-DABS(W(2 , JK) ) 
IF(W2TT . GT . 0)GO TO 111 
A32=DEXP(-(UR*AR)/( (OABSnv< 2 ,JK)) )*CV*3600.0*144 .0)) 
A34=1.0-A32 
A35=A32 
A42=( (OT*(DABS(W(2 , JK) ) )*CV)/(WR*C) )*(A32-l .O) 
A44=1 . 0-A42 
A45=A42 
111A53=(DT*W(2,JK)/W(3,JK)) 
C OIECK PIST01 POSITION 
XT9=X(l , JK) -l . S 
IF{XT9.G'T.0)GO TO 765 
XTl 0=-X ( 2 , J'.i<) -1. 5 
IF( 10.GT . O)GO TO 765 
GO TO 767 
765X 21=1 . 0 
GO TO 112 
767XTll=X(2,JK)-0 . 5 
IF(. Tll .GT .O)GO TO 770 
GO 'I'O 777 
770XT12=-X(l,Jl<)-0.S 
IF(Xl2 .GT.0)GO TO 773 
GO TO 775 
773XX21=2.0 
GO TO 112 
775XX21=1.S-X(l,JK) 
GO TO 112 
777XT12=-X(l,JK)-O . S 
IF(XT12 .GT . 0)GO TO 780 
XX21=1 . 0+ (2,JK) - X(l , JK) 
GO TO 112 
780XX21=1.S+X(2,JK) 
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ll2A55=1 . 0-(0T/(W(3,JK)*CV) )*( (UN*AN/(2.*3600 .*144.) )*(XX2l)+(W(3,JK) 
1 * ( 1544 . /GM) *A2* ( v 2 ' JK ) - V ( 1, JK)) I ( VL ( 2 , JK) *778. 0) )-(W ( 2, J]() *CV)) 
XT13=X(2,JK)-l.5 
IF( Tl3 . GT . 0)GO TO 805 
XT14=-X(3,JK)-l . 5 
1F(XT14 .GT.0)GO TO 805 
GO TO 807 
805X 32=1. 0 
GO TO 113 
807XT15=-X(2,JK) - 0 . 5 
IF(XT15 . GT . 0)GO TO 810 
GO TO 81 7 
81 0XTl6=X(3 , JK) - 0 . 5 
IF(XT16 . GT . 0)GO TO 813 
GO TO 815 
813XX32=2 . 0 
GO TO 113 
815 X32=1 . 5+X(3 , JK ) 
GO TO 113 
817XT16=X(3 , JK )- 0 .5 
IF(XT1 6 . GT .0) GO TO 820 
X ' 32=3 . 0+X(3 , .T~) -X ( 2 , JK) 
GO TO 113 
820XX32=1 . 5- X(2 , JK) 
111 
113 66=1 . 0-( DT/(W(4 , JK )*CV))*((UN*A /(2.*3600.*144.))*{XX32)+{W{4,JK) 
l*{l544./Q1)*A3*(V(3,JK)-V(2,JK))/{VL{3,JK)*778 .0))+(W(S ,JK)*CV)) 
A68= ( DT~w ( 5 , JK) jtl'l ( 4 , JX) ) 
W 5TT= . 000002 - DABS (W ( 5 , J1<)) 
IF(~5TT . GT . 0)GO TO 121 
A86=DE.P( - (UR*AR)/{ {DAES(W{5,JK)))*CV*3600 . 0*144 . 0)) 
A87=1 . 0 - A86 
A89=A86 
A76=( (DT*(DABS(W(S,JK)) )*CV)/(~ R*C ) )*{;\86-1. 0) 
77=1 . 0- A 76 
A79=A76 
121A98=(DT~~(5,CX)/W(6,JK)) 
XT8=- X(3 , JK)-l . O 
IF(XT8 . GT . 0)GO TO 743 
GO TO 122 
7 3A99=1 . 0 - (OT I { H 6 ' JK) *CV) ) * ( { UN*AN/ { 3600. *144.) )- {W ( 6 ,JK) * {1544. /Q1 
l)*A4~(V(3,JK))/(VL(4,JK)*778.0)}-{W{5,JK)*CV)) 
A910=(DT/{~(6,JK)*CV))*((UN*AN/ {3600,*144.))) 
Al09=(DT/(DE*2 . 0*3 .l 4*(R**3}*CVA) }*( U *AN/( 3600.*144.)) 
GO TO 125 
122A 99=1 . 0 - {OT I { ( 6 ' JK) *CV))* { { u *A I ( 2. * 3600. *144.)) * ( 3. 0-X { 3 ,JK) )-( 
lW ( 6' JK ) * ( 15 4 . I Q·1) * 4 * ( v { 3, JI< ) ) I ( VL ( 4 'JK ) * 77 8 • 0 ) ) - ( w ( 5, JK) *CV ) ) 
A910=(DT/(~{6 , JK)*CV))*((U *A / {2 .*3600 .*144.))*{3.0-X{3,JK))) 
Al09=(DT/(DE*2 . 0*3 .1 4*(~**3)*C A))*(U! *AN*(3.-X(3,JK))/(2.0*3600.0 
1 *l 4. 0)) 
125Al010=1.0-Al09-(DT*UC*3.0/(DE*R*CVA*3600.0)) 
All9=1.0-EXP(-U *AN/(DE*3.14*(R**2)*AFV*CP*3600 .0*l44.0)) 
Bl=(DT/{Z*C))*((0 . 9*0 . 9*B)+( (H*A*T0)+(0.8*0.0000000017*A*(T0**4))) 
1/( 3600 . 0*144 . 0)) 
B5={DT*TO/{W(3 , JK )*CV*3600 .0*14~.0))*((UN*AN/2.0)*(XX21)) 
B6=(DT*TO/(t {4,JK)*C\/*3600 .0*144 .0)) * ( (U ·l*lV/2 . 0) *(XX32)) 
Bl0=(DT*UC*3.0*TO)/(DE*R*C/A*3600 . 0) 
Bll=TO*EXP(-UN*AN/(OE*J.14*(R**2)*AFV*CP*3600 . 0*144 .0)) 
C TEMPE TURES 
IF(W2TT.GT.0)GO TO 291 
WT=W(2,JJ<) 
IF(WT)l53,291,158 
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153T(l,JK+l)=(T(l,JK)+Bl+( (Al2/(2.-A22 - A23) )*T(2,JK)) )/( (2.-All)-( (Al 
12*A21)/(2.-A22-A23))) 
T(2,JK+l)=(T(2,JK)+A2l*T(l,JK+l))/(2 .-A22 - A23) 
T(4,JK+l)=(T(4,JK)+A42*T(2,JX+l))/(2 .-A44) 
T(3,JK+l)=A32*T(2,JK+l)+A34*T(4 , JK+l) 
T ( 5, JI< +l ) = ( T ( 5, JK ) + B 5-A 5 3 *T ( 3 , JK + 1 ) ) / ( 2 . - A 5 5 ) 
GO TO 162 
158T(5,JK+l)=(T(5,JK)+B5)/(2. - A55+A53) 
T(4,JK+l)=(T(4,JK)+A45*T(5 , JK+l))/(2. - A44) 
T(3,JX+l)=A34*T(4,JK+l)+A35*T(5,JK+l) 
T(2,JK+l)=(A23*T(3,JK+l)+T(2 , JK)+(A21/(2 .-All))*(T(l ,JK )+Bl))/((2. 
l-A22)-{( 2l*Al2)/(2 .-All))) 
GO TO 162 
291T(5,.JK+l)=(T(5,JK)+B5)/(2 .-A55+A53) 
T( ,.T~+l)=T(4,JK) 
T(3,JK+l)=T{4 , JK+l) 
T(2,JK+l)=(T(2,JK)+{A21/(2.-All))*(T(l,JK)+Bl))/((2 .-A22-A23) -{(A2 
11*.12 )/( 2 .-All))) 
T(l,JK+l)={Al2*T(2,JK+l)+T(l,JK)+Bl)/(2. - A11) 
162WTT= (5,JK) 
IF(WSTT.Gr.O)GO TO 296 
IF(WTT)l64,296,169 
l64T(6,JK+l)={T(6,JK)+B6)/(2.-A66-A68) 
T(7 JX+l)=(A76*T(6 ,JK+l)+T(7,JK))/(2.-A77) 
T(8,JK+l}=A86*T(6,JK+l)+A87*T(7,JK+l) 
T(9,JK+l)=(-A98*T{8,JK+l)+T(9,JK)+(A910/(2 .-Al010))*{T{ l0,JK)+Bl0) 
l ) I ( ( 2 . -A 9 9) - ( {A 91 O* Al 0 9) I { 2 • - Al 010) ) ) 
T(l0,JK+l)=(Al09*T(9,JK+l)+T(l0,JK)+Bl0)/(2 .-A1010) 
GO TO 470 
16 9T { l 0, JK +l ) = ( (Al 0 9 I ( 2 • -A 9 9+A 9 8 ) ) *T ( 9' JK) +T ( 10 , JK ) +Bl 0 ) I ( { 2 . -Al 010 ) -
1( {Al09* 910)/(2 .-A99+A98))) 
T ( 9 ,JK+l )= (T ( 9 ,JK )+A910*T (10 ,JK+l)) /( 2 . -A 99+A98) 
T(7,JK+l)=(A79*T(9,JK+l)+T(7 , JK))/(2 .-A77) 
T(8,JK+l)=A87*T(7,JK+l)+A89*T(9 , JK+l) 
T(6,JK+l)~(A68*T(8,JK+l)+T(6 , JK)+B6)/(2 .-A66) 
GO TO 470 
296T(6,JK+l)=(T(6,JK)+B6)/(2 .-A66- A68) 
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T(7,JK+l)=T(7,JK) 
T(8,JK+l)=T(7,JK+l) 
T(9,JK+l)=(T(9,JK)+(A910/(2.-Al010))*(T(l0,JK)+Bl0))/((2.-A99+A98) 
1-( (A910*Al09)/(2 .-Al 010))) 
T (10 ,JK+l )= (Al09*T ( 9 ,JK+l )+T ( 10 , J]<)+BlO) I ( 2. -Al010) 
C WORKirG SPACE MASS 
4 7 (NJA= ( ( 1544 . /G.'1) * ( T ( 2 'JK +l ) ) * ( 5 7 96 . I 3 . ) * v 2*OT*12 . ) I ( VL (I, JK) ) 
w B= ( ( 154 4 • I GM) * ( T ( 5 , JI<+ 1 ) ) * ( 5 7 96 • I 3 • ) *W 2*OT*12 . ) I ( VL ( 2 ' JK ) ) 
WC= ( ( V ( 1, JK) /6. ) *{V2 *!JT) 
VI ( l 'JK + l ) = ( w ( l ' JK ) * ( l . +w B ) + ( w B *W { 3 'JK ) ) -W c ) I ( 1 . +WA +w B ) 
w ( 3 , JK +I ) = ( w ( 3 , JK ) * ( l . +~ v .!\ ) + ( v A""*W ( l , JK ) ) +w c ) / ( 1 . +w A-hVB ) 
WAI= ( (1544. /G1) * ( T ( 6, JK+l)) * ( 5796. /3.) *W2*DT*l2.) / ( VL ( 3 ,JK) ) 
WB1={(1544 ./GM)*(T(9,JK+l))*{5796./3 .)*W2*DT*l2.)/(VL{4,JK)) 
WCl= ( (V { 3 ,JK) /6.) *W2*DT) 
w ( 4 , JK +I ) = ( w c 4, JK ) * ( 1 . +wBl ) + cw Bl *W ( 6, JK ) ) -vv cl ) / { l • +WAI +vrnl ) 
w ( 6, JK+l) = {w ( 6 , JK > * c r .+!f1A1>+< wAl*~n4 , .Ti<.) ) +wc1) / < l • +wAl 1-frJBI) 
C PRESSURES 
P(l,JK+l)=W(l,JK+l)*T(2,JK+l)*l544 .*12./( VL(l ,JK)*GM) 
P(2,JK+l )=W2*T(3,JK+l )*1544 .*1 2 ./(VG*GM) 
p ( 3 ' J.K + l ) =W ( 3 , JK + 1 ) *T { 5' JK + 1 ) * 1 54 4 • * 12 • I ( VL { 2 , JK ) * Q•l ) 
P ( 4 , JI<+ I ) = ( 4, JK + 1 ) *T ( 6 , JK + l ) * 1544 . * 12 • / ( VL ( 3 , JK ) *GM ) 
P( 5,JK+l )= 2*T( 8 , JK+l) *1544. *12 ./( VG*G.~) 
P{6,JK+l)=W{6,JK+l)*T(9,JK+l)*l544 .*12./(VL(4,J"~)*GM) 
C GAS SPRI GS 
Sll=GA*PS* ( {Al-A2) **2) I (VO-{ {Al-A2) *X ( 1, JK )+A2*X ( 2 ,JX j)) 
Sl2=GA*PS*({Al-A2)*A2)/(VO-{(Al-A2)*X(l,JK)+A2*X{2,JK))) 
S2l=Sl2 
S22=GA *PS* (A2**2) I (VO- ( (Al-A2) *X (1, JK )+A2*X { 2 '.:rK))) 
S33=GA *PS* ( (A4-A3) **2) I (VO+ ( (A4-A3) *X { 3' JK) +A3*X ( 2' JI<))) 
S32=GA*PS* { (A4-A3) *A3) I (Vo+ ( (A4-A3) *X { 3' JK)+A3*X ( 2 ,JX))) 
S23=S32 
S22C=GA*PS* (A3**2) I (Vo+ ( (A4-A3) *X ( 3 ,JK)+A3*X ( 2 ,JK))) 
C PRESSURE FORCES ON PISTONS 
PXl=P (l ,JK+l) *Al- (P ( 3, JK+l) *A2 )- {PS* {Al-A2)) 
PX2=P ( 3,JK+l) *A2-P( 4,.JK+l )*A3-PS*A2+PS2*A3 
PX3=-P(6,JK+l)*A4+(P(4,JK+l)*A3)+{PS2*(A4-A3)) 
C COULOMB FRICTION FORCES ON PISTON 
CX1=.07l*(SQRT(Al-A2))*ABS(P(3,JK+l)-PS) 
CX2=.07l*((SQRT(Al))*(ABS{P(3,JK+l)-PS))+{SQRT{A4))*{ABS(P{4,JK+l) 
l-PS2))) 
CX3=.07l*(SQRT{A4-A3))*ABS{P{4,JK+l)-PS2) 
C VISCOUS FRICTION FORCES ON PISTON 
VX1=0.000004*V(l,JK)+0.14*(P{3,JK+l)-P(l,JK+l)) 
V:X3=0.000004*V{3,JK)+0.14*(P(6,JJ<+l)-P(4,JK+l)) 
C DISPLACEMENT COEFFICIENTS 
Cll=l .0-( DT*2 . 0*CD/WD) 
Cl2=DT*CD/\-ID 
C2l=DT*CD/WP 
C22=1.0-{DT82.0*CD/WP) 
C23=DT*CD/WP 
C32=DT*CD /WD2 
C33=1.0-(DT*2.0*CD/WD2) 
Dll=Sll *OT /WD 
Dl2=Sl2*DT/WD 
D2l=S21 *OT /WP 
D22={S22+S22C)*DT/WP 
D23=S23*DT /\~P 
D32=S32*DT /WD2 
D33=S33*DT/WD2 
C CHECK PISTO VELOCITIES 
XX=(V(l,JK)-V(2 , JK)) 
IF{X.X)342,344 , 346 
342£ l=(CXl - VXl+PXl)+OT/WD 
GO TO 347 
34 EXl={-VXl+PXl)*DT/WO 
GO TO 347 
3 _6E l= ( -C 1 - /Xl +PXl) *OT /WD 
347 Z=(V(3,JX)-V(2 , JK)) 
IF{XZ)349,351 , 353 
34 9EX3= {C" 3-VX3+PX3) *OT ,A· 02 
GO TO 354 
351E 3= l -VA:3+PX3) *OT /WD2 
GO TO 35 
353E. 3={-CX3-VX3+P 3)*0T~ 02 
354 Y=V(2,JK) 
E2=((EXl*vO/OT)+(VXl - PXl))+(EX3* 02/DT)T(VX3-PX3) 
IF(,Y)357,359,361 
357E 2=(-E2+CX2+PX2)*DT~~p 
GO TO 370 
359EX2=(-E2+PX2)*0T/WP 
GO TO 370 
361EX2=(-E2 - CX2+PX2)*0T/WP 
C PISTON VELOCITIES 
370VEl=V(l,JK)-Oll*X(l,JK)-Ol2*X(2,JK)+EXl 
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VE2=V(2 , JK) - 02l*X(l , JK) -022*X{2,JK)-023*X(3,JK)+EX2 
VE3=V(3 , JK)-032*X(2 ,JK)-033*X(3,JK)+EX3 
V(2,JX+l)=(VE2+(C23*VE3/(2.-C33))+(C2l*VE1/(2 .-Cll)))/((2.-C22)-(C 
ll 2*C21/(2 .-Cll))-(C23*C32/(2 .-C33))) 
V(l,JK+l)=(VEl+Cl2*V{2,JK+l))/(2.-Cll) 
V{3,JK+l)=(VE3+C32*V(2 , JK+l))/(2.-C33) 
C PISTON DISPLACEdENTS 
X(l,JK+l)=X(l,JK)+V(l,JK+l)*DT 
X(2,JK+l)=X{2,JK)+V(2,JK+l)*DT 
X(3,JK+l)=X{3,JK)+V (3, JK+l)*DT 
XT5=X{2,JK+l)-l.90 
IF(XTS . GT . O)GO TO 708 
XT6=-X(2,JK+l)-l.90 
IF(XT6.GT.0)GO TO 705 
GO TO 390 
705X(2,JK+l)=-l.90 
V{2,JK+l)=O.O 
GO TO 390 
708X(2,JK+l)=l.90 
V(2 , JK+l)=O . O 
390 Tl=X(l , JK+l) - X(2 , JK+l) - 0 . 95 
IF(XTl . GT . O)GO TO 398 
XT2= - X(l , JK+l) - 0 . 95 
IF(XT2 . GT . 0)GO TO 395 
GO TO 400 
395 (l,JK+l)=- 0 . 95 
V{l , JK+l)=O.O 
GO TO 00 
398X(l , JK+l)=X(2 , JK+l)+0 . 95 
V{l,JX+l)=V{2 , JK+l) 
400"T3=X(3,JK+l) - 2 . 95 
IF(XT3 . GT . 0)GO TO 408 
XT4=X(2 , JK+l) - X{3 , JK+l) - 2 . 95 
IF(XT4 . GT . 0)GO TO 05 
GO 'TO 430 
05 (3 , JK+l)=X{2 , JK+l)-2 . 95 
V(3 , JK+l)=V{2,JK+l) 
GO TO 30 
408 (3,JK+l)=2 . 95 
V{3 , JK+l)=O . O 
C OR.i<I "G SPACE OLUHES 
430VL(l,JK+l)=VLl+{X(l,JK+l)*Al) 
VL{2 , JK+l)=VL2+((X(2 , JK+l)-X{ l,JK+l))*A2) 
VL{3 , JK+l)=VLJ+((X{3 , JK+l) - X(2,JK+l))*A3) 
VL(4 , JX+l)=VL4 -(X{3 ,JK+l)*A4) 
C WORKI G SPACE MASS 
WA= { { 1544. /G-1) * (T { 2 ' JK+l)) * { 5 7 96 . /3 . ) *W2*DT*l2.) I ( VL (1, JK+l)) 
WB= ( (1544 . /GM)* (T ( 5' JK+l)) * ( 5 796. /3.) *W2 *DT*l 2.) I (VL ( 2 ,JK+l) ) 
WC= ( {V (l , JK+l )/6 . )*W2 "'DT) 
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W(l,JK+l)=(W(l,JK)*(l.+WB)+(WB*W(3,JK))-WC)/(l.+WA+WB) 
W(3,JK+l)={W{3,JK)*(l.+WA)+(WA*W(l,JK))+WC)/{l.+WA+WB) 
WA1=((1544./GM)*{T(6,JX+l))*(5796./3.)*W2*DT*l2.)/{VL(3,JK+l)) 
WB1={{1544./GM)*{T{9,JK+l))*(5796./3.)*W2*DT*l2.)/(VL{4,JK+l)) 
WCl={(V(3,JK+l)/6.)*W2*DT) 
w { 4 , JK+l )= (W ( 4 ,JK) * (1 .+WBl )+ (WBl *W ( 6 ,JK) )-WCl) I {l .+WAl+wBl) 
W(6 , JK+l)=(W{6 ,JK)*{l.+WAl)+{WAl*W(4,JK))+WCl)/{l.+WAl+WBl) 
C REGENER~TOR FLOW VELOCITY AND MASS RATE 
W(5,JK+l)=-(W(6,JK+l)-W{6,JK))/DT 
W(2,JK+l)={W{l ,JK+l)-W(l,JK))/DT 
V(5,JK+l)=(W{S,JK+l)*3.)/W2 
4 5 OV ( 4 , JK + l ) = ( W ( 2 , JK + 1 ) * 3 • ) /W 2 
WRITE{6 , 610) 
610FORMAT ( I 1 1 ' I 
ITS T6 
DO 613 JL=l , N,5 
TIME=JL*DT+TME 
TIME SEC 
T7 
Tl DEGR 
T8 
T2 T3 T4 
T9 Tl0') 
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613 RITE{6,614)TIME,T(l , JL) ,T( 2 ,JL), T{3 ,JL), T(4 ,JL),T(S,JL),T{6,JL),T 
1 { 7, JL) , T ( 8, JL ) , T ( 9 , JL) , T { l 0, JL) 
6l 4FORMAT ( I ' ' F 8 • 3 , 3 Fl 0 . I ' Fl 0 . 3 ' 2 FI 0 • I 'F 10 . 3 , 2F 1 0 .1 'F 12 . 3 ) 
WRITE(6,616) 
6161.-"'0RMAT (I 0 I, I Xl I ;2 X3 Vl IN/ 
lSEC V2 V3 V4 vs I) 
DO 618 Jl=l,N,S 
61 SV RI""E ( 6, 619) X ( l, JM) , ' ( 2, JH) , X ( 3, JN) , V { 1 , J 1) , V ( 2, Jr-!) , V { 3, Jll) , V ( 4, JM 
l),V{S,~) 
619FORMAT(' ', Fl0 . 4,2Fl4 . 4,5Fl4 .3 ) 
WRITE(6,621) 
621FORMAT ( '0' , ' 
1 P6 
Pl PSI 
VLl I 3 
P2 
VL2 
DO 623 KI=l, ,S _ 
P3 
VL3 
P4 
VL4') 
PS 
623. RITE ( 6, 624 )P (l , KI), P ( 2 ,KI), P ( 3 ,KI), P { 4 ,KI), P ( 5 ,KI), P ( 6 ,KI), VL (l ,K 
1I),VL{2,KI),VL(3,KI),VL(4,KI) 
62 FORMAT( I ', F7 . 3,9Fll.3) 
RITE{6,626) 
626FORMAT ( I 0'' I WI LB W2 LB/SEC W3 LB 
1 W4 LB WS LB/SEC W6 LB') 
DO 628 KK=l, , 5 
628WRITE(6,629)W(l , KK), {2,KK),W(3,KK),~ (4,KK),v(S,KK),W(6,u) 
629FORMAT(' ', Fl4 . 8,SF18 . 8) 
900FORMAT(8F8 .4) 
902FORMAT(6Fl2 . 8) 
903FORHAT(2I8 , 3FB .4, 2Fl2.8) 
904FORMAT(6F8 .4) 
905FORMAT(4F8 .4) 
STOP 
END 
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